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Abstract
Hydrological research is intended to improve our understanding of hydrologic processes, the role of hydrological systems in providing
water for ecosystems and society, and of the water cycle in the functioning of the earth system. The proper understanding of the
hydrology of arid and semi-arid regions is becoming increasingly important, due to diminishing projections of water resource availability
in response to global environmental changes. The main objective of this thesis study is to investigate the development and management
of water in a poorly gauged basin with large spatial and temporal gaps in the climatological parameters’ database, in order to improve
the economic return on water use in this sector under different climate change scenarios. The study region is the Karkheh River Basin
(KRB), a semiarid region located in southwest Iran, which has seen quite a degradation of its water resources over recent decades.
This thesis work is divided into four individual research studies which have been published or being in review and are as follows:
1- Swat-model based identification of watershed components in a semi-arid region with long term gaps in the climatological
parameters’ database
Data gaps are ubiquitous in hydro-meteorological time series, and filling these values is necessary for any subsequent use of this data in
hydrological studies. Two different gap-filling techniques, Inversed Distance Weighting (IDW) and Linear Regression with the Nearest
station (LRN), for estimating daily precipitation and temperature series are evaluated. Overall, it can be stated that IDW performed
slightly better than LRN. The interpolated data are then used for calibration and subsequent validation of the SWAT hydrological model
on observed streamflow. Finally, the impact of the construction of large Karkheh dam (KR) on the downstream river discharge is
assessed. The results show that the monthly outflows of the main river before the KR became operational have the same seasonal trends.
However, once the dam became operational, notable reductions of the monthly discharge of more than 50% for the two stations Pay-ePol and Hamidiyeh downstream of the KR are obtained.
2- SWAT-MODSIM- PSO Optimization of Multi-Crop Planning in the Karkheh River Basin, Iran, under the Impacts of Climate
Change
A new coupled SWAT-MODSIM-LINGO-PSO (SMLP) model is developed to optimize multi-crop pattern in the downstream sections
of the Karkheh dam (KR) under historic and future climate scenarios. To that avail, firstly the SWAT model for estimating river
discharge and inflow to the KR is calibrated and validated. Secondly, the projected inflow to the KR is estimated using downscaled
climate data for two future climate scenarios (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5) as input to the calibrated SWAT-model. Thirdly, SWAT–estimated
KR-inflows are entered into the MODSIM water allocation model to build a reservoir-irrigation system model for the downstream
section of the KRB. MODSIM allocates water strictly to the different agricultural regions under the given priority weights. At the same
time, the potential crop yields and the associated potential water demands for each crop are determined with SWAT, with these values
being further used to optimize the actual crop yield (under deficit irrigation), using LINGO linear programing. Multiplying the latter by
the area under cultivation, the total water requirement for this crop is obtained, which is then defined as a demand node value in the
MODSIM customization module. The different crop cultivation areas are then the decision variables in the final, iterative MODSIMPSO process to optimally allocate water among the different cultivation areas, such that the total agricultural economic profits over the
planning time horizons become maximal. This SLMP-model is applied to historic and future climate change scenarios to determine
optimal cropping pattern for the historic and near-future period (2038– 2060) under two RCP-climate scenarios. The results show that
the total annual benefits will be significantly reduced from the present-day (baseline period) value of 94 million US$ to 88 and 72 Mill
US$ for RCP 4.5/2038– 2060 and RCP 8.5/2038–2060 scenarios/period, respectively, i.e. a drop of about 20% for the latter. This is the
price agriculture in the KRB has to pay for climate change in the near future. Interestingly, the results indicate also that even for the
historic period the application of the SLMP-method results in optimized annual agricultural benefits which are about 2 million US$
higher than the actually projected ones (94 versus 92 million US$).
3- Predicting rainfall and runoff through satellite soil moisture data and SWAT modelling for a poorly gauged basin in Iran
The objective of this work is twofold. Firstly, the accuracy of rainfall estimates obtained from SM2RAIN is evaluated. For this purpose,
the AMSR-E soil moisture (SM) product is used as input into the SM2RAIN algorithm to estimate rainfall, called SM2R-AMSRE from
now on, at 10 ground-based stations of the KRB. In order to apply the SM2RAIN algorithm, the parameters are estimated in a calibration
period (1st January 2003 to 31th December 2005) and then the performances are validated in a subsequent independent period (1st
January 2006 to 30th September 2006), by comparison with ground-based rainfall observations. Moreover, the quality of the SM2RAINrainfall estimations is evaluated further by comparing them with ground-based rainfall observations and TRMM-satellite- predicted
rainfall of two versions of the 7 TRMM-TMPA-products, daily near-real-time (3B42RT) and research-grade (3B42). Secondly, the
suitability of SM2R-AMSRE as input to the SWAT model for monthly streamflow simulation at 6 gauging stations of the KRB is
assessed. In the preliminary step, the SWAT model parameters are calibrated with SWAT-CUP in the period 1985-1999, using ground
observed climate data as input. The calibrated SWAT model is then run again for a different time period (1st January 2003 to 31th
September 2006) by considering SM2R-AMSRE and ground observed rainfall datasets as input. Similarly, the two TMPA- products are
employed in the calibrated-SWAT model as well to predict the monthly streamflow at the same gauging stations. The results indicate
that the SWAT-predicted runoff driven by SM2R-AMSRE rainfall is in good agreement with the observations, with R 2- values between
0.72 and 0.87 which is slightly less than the range obtained with the SWAT model using ground-based rainfall as input (R 2 ~ 0.83-0.89).
4- Rainfall prediction with AMSR-E soil moisture products using SM2RAIN and nonlinear autoregressive networks with
exogenous input (NARX) for poorly gauged basins: Application to the Karkheh river basin, Iran
In this chapter a new application of the nonlinear autoregressive networks with exogenous input (NARX) neural network to better predict
continuous rainfall series across the KRB is described. To this avail, changes of relative AMSR-E satellite soil moisture and measured
temperature data are considered as input data in NARX to estimate the rainfall. These estimates are then compared with the groundbased observations as well as with those obtained by using the SM2RAIN approach of the previous chapter. The new NARX neural
network developed here is able to approximate the daily rainfall data at 5 KRB stations in an acceptable manner, wherefore the R values range between 0.42 and 0.76 for the testing period. From the time series of the biases obtained with the NARX and SM2RAIN
prediction methods, it can be inferred that although SM2RAIN underestimates daily rainfall in many cases, this physically-based method
works somewhat better than NARX, as the former produces at all stations lower biases and RMSEs than the latter.
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Kurzfassung
Die hydrologische Forschung wird unser Verständnis von hydrologischen Prozessen, der Rolle hydrologischer Systeme bei der
Bereitstellung von Wasser für Ökosysteme sowie der Gesellschaft und des Wasserkreislaufs und des Funktionierens des Erdsystems
verbessern. Ein besseres Verständnis der Hydrologie von trockenen und semi-ariden Gebieten wird aufgrund von Vorhersagen von
abnehmender Verfügbarkeit von Wasserressourcen als Reaktion auf globale Umweltveränderungen immer wichtiger. Das Hauptziel
dieser Dissertation ist die Entwicklung und Bewirtschaftung von Wasser in einem schlecht bemessenem Einzugsgebiet (EZG) mit
großen räumlichen und zeitlichen Lücken in der Klimadatenbank zu untersuchen, um den wirtschaftlichen Ertrag der Wassernutzung
unter verschiedenen Klimaszenarien zu verbessern. Das Untersuchungsgebiet ist das Karkheh River Basin (KRB), eine semiaride Region
im Südwesten des Irans, das in den letzten Jahren eine erhebliche Verschlechterung seiner Wasserressourcen erfahren hat.
Diese Doktorarbeit gliedert sich in vier einzelne Forschungsarbeiten, die veröffentlicht oder im Druck sind und wie folgt aussehen:

1- Swat-Modell basierte Identifizierung von Wassereinzugsgebiets-Komponenten in einer semi-ariden Region mit
langfristigen Lücken in der Klimaparameter-Datenbank
Datenlücken sind in hydrometeorologischen Zeitreihen allgegenwärtig, und das Auffüllen dieser Werte ist für eine spätere Verwendung
in hydrologischen Studien erforderlich. Zwei verschiedene Lückenfülltechniken, Inversed Distance Weighting (IDW) und Linear
Regression mit der nächsten Station (LRN), zur Schätzung der täglichen Niederschlags- und Temperaturreihen werden ausgewertet.
Insgesamt kann festgestellt werden, dass IDW etwas besser als LRN abschneidet. Die interpolierten Daten werden dann zur Kalibrierung
und anschließenden Validierung des SWAT-hydrologischen Modells an beobachteten Abflussreihen im KRB verwendet. Abschließend
werden die Auswirkungen des Baus des großen Karkheh-Damms (KR) auf den Abfluss stromabwärts bewertet. Die Ergebnisse zeigen
dass die monatlichen Abflüsse des Hauptflusses vor der Inbetriebnahme der KR die gleichen saisonalen Trends aufweisen. Nachdem
der Staudamm in Betrieb genommen wurde, reduzierte sich die monatlichen Abflüsse um mehr als 50% für die beiden stromabwärts
gelegenen Stationen Pay-e-Pol und Hamidiyeh.

2- SWAT-MODSIM-PSO Optimierung der Multi-Crop-Planung im Karkheh-EZG, Iran, unter dem Einfluss des
Klimawandels
Ein neues gekoppeltes SWAT-MODSIM-LINGO-PSO (SMLP) -Modell wurde entwickelt, um das Multi-Crop-Muster in den
stromabwärts gelegenen Abschnitten des Karkheh-Staudamms (KR) unter historischen und zukünftigen Klimaszenarien zu optimieren.
Zu diesem Zweck wird zunächst das SWAT-Modell zur Schätzung des Abflusses und des Zuflusses zum KR kalibriert und validiert.
Zweitens wird der projizierte Zustrom in das KR unter Verwendung von heruntergerechneten (downscaled) Klimadaten für zwei
zukünftige Klimaszenarien (RCP4.5 und RCP8.5) im kalibrierten SWAT-Modell geschätzt. Drittens werden SWAT-geschätzte KRZuflüsse in das MODSIM-Wasserzuweisungsmodell eingegeben, um ein Reservoir-Bewässerungssystemmodell für den stromabwärts
gelegenen Abschnitt des KRB zu erstellen. MODSIM teilt Wasser streng den verschiedenen landwirtschaftlichen Regionen unter den
gegebenen Prioritätsgewichten zu. Gleichzeitig werden die potenziellen Ernteerträge und der damit verbundene potenzielle
Wasserbedarf für jede landwirtschaftliche Frucht mit SWAT bestimmt, wobei diese Werte weiter genutzt werden, um den tatsächlichen
Ernteertrag (unter Defizitbewässerung) mit LINGO Linearprogrammierung zu optimieren. Multipliziert man diese mit der Anbaufläche,
erhält man den gesamten Wasserbedarf für diese Frucht, der dann im angepassten MODSIM-Modul als Bedarfsknotenwert definiert
wird. Die verschiedenen Anbauflächen sind dann die Entscheidungsvariablen im abschließenden, iterativen MODSIM-PSO-Prozess,
um Wasser optimal auf die verschiedenen Anbauflächen aufzuteilen, so dass die gesamten landwirtschaftlichen Wirtschaftsgewinne
über die Planungszeithorizonte maximal werden. Dieses SLMP-Modell wird auf historische und zukünftige Klimawandelszenarien
angewendet, um unter zwei RCP-Klimaszenarien optimale Anbaumuster für die historische und die nahe Zukunftsperiode (2038-2060)
zu bestimmen. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass der gesamte jährliche wirtschaftliche Ertrag von dem derzeitigen (Basislinien-) Wert von
94 Millionen US $ auf 88 und 72 Millionen US $ für die Szenarien RCP 4.5 / 2038-2060 und RCP 8.5 / 2038-2060 / Zeitraum, respektive,
zurückgeht, dh. ein Rückgang von etwa 20% für letzteres Szenario. Das ist der Preis, den die Landwirtschaft in der KRB in naher
Zukunft für den Klimawandel bezahlen muss.

3- Vorhersage von Niederschlag und Abfluss von Satellitenbodenfeuchtedaten und SWAT-Modellierung für ein
schlecht bemessenes EZG im Iran
Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist zweifach. Zuerst wird die Genauigkeit der von SM2RAIN erhaltenen Niederschlagsschätzungen bewertet. Zu
diesem Zweck wird das AMSR-E Bodenfeuchtigkeits-Produkt (SM) als Eingabe in den SM2RAIN-Algorithmus verwendet, um den
Niederschlag, der ab jetzt SM2R-AMSRE genannt wird, an 10 Bodenstationen des KRB zu schätzen. Um den SM2RAIN-Algorithmus
anzuwenden, werden die Parameter in einer Kalibrierungsperiode (1. Januar 2003 bis 31. Dezember 2005) geschätzt und validiert in
einer nachfolgenden unabhängigen Periode (1. Januar 2006 bis 30. September 2006) durch Vergleich mit stationsbasierten
Niederschlagsbeobachtungen. Darüber hinaus wird die Qualität der SM2RAIN-Niederschlagsschätzungen durch Vergleiche mit
stationsgebundenen Niederschlagsbeobachtungen und TRMM-Satelliten-vorhergesagtem Niederschlag von zwei Versionen der 7
TRMM-TMPA-Produkte, tägliche Near-Real-Time (3B42RT),. und Forschungsgrad (3B42) bewertet. Zweitens wird die Eignung von
SM2R-AMSRE als Input für das SWAT-Modell für die monatliche Strömungssimulation an 6 Messstationen der KRB bewertet. In
einem vorbereitenden Schritt werden die SWAT-Modellparameter im Zeitraum 1985-1999 mit SWAT-CUP kalibriert, wobei
bodenbezogene Klimadaten als Eingabe verwendet werden. Das kalibrierte SWAT-Modell wird dann erneut für einen anderen Zeitraum
(1. Januar 2003 bis 31. September 2006) unter Eingabe von sowohl SM2R-AMSRE- als auch beobachteten Niederschlagsdatensätze
ausgeführt. Gleiches wird mit den beiden TMPA-Produkten durchgeführt. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass der SM2R-AMSRENiederschlag - SWAT-vorhergesagte Abfluss, in guter Übereinstimmung mit den Beobachtungen ist, mit R2-Werten zwischen 0,72 und
0,87, was etwas geringer ist als der mit dem SWAT-Modell erhaltene Bereich (R 2 ~ 0,83-0,89).

4- Niederschlagsprognose mit AMSR-E-Bodenfeuchteprodukten unter Verwendung von SM2RAIN und
nichtlinearen autoregressiven Netzwerken mit exogenem Input (NARX) für schlecht bemessene EZGs:
Anwendung auf das Karkheh-Einzugsgebiet, Iran
In diesem Kapitel wird eine neue Anwendung der nichtlinearen autoregressiven Netzwerke mit einem neuronalen Netzwerk mit
exogenem Eingang (NARX) beschrieben, um kontinuierliche Regenserien über dem KRB besser vorhersagen zu können. Zu diesem
Zweck werden Änderungen der relativen AMSR-E-Satelliten Bodenfeuchte und gemessene Temperaturdaten als Eingabedaten in
NARX betrachtet, um den Niederschlag zu schätzen. Diese Schätzungen werden dann mit den bodenbasierten Beobachtungen sowie
mit denen verglichen, die unter Verwendung des SM2RAIN-Ansatzes des vorherigen Kapitels erhalten wurden. Das hier neue
entwickelte neuronale NARX – Netzwerk ist in der Lage, die täglichen Niederschlagsdaten an 5 KRB - Stationen in akzeptabler Weise
anzunähern, wobei die R - Werte zwischen 0,42 und 0,76 für die Testperiode liegen. Aus der Zeitreihe der Verzerrungen (bias), die mit
den NARX- und SM2RAIN-Vorhersageverfahren erhalten wurden, kann weiter gefolgert werden, dass, obwohl SM2RAIN den
täglichen Niederschlag in vielen Fällen unterschätzt, dieses physikalisch basierte Verfahren etwas besser als NARX funktioniert, da
ersteres an allen Stationen niedrigere Verzerrungen und RMSEs erzeugt als letzteres.
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Summary
Water is synonymous of life. Societies require a sufficient amount of it for their economic
and social development. Societies also need sustainable sanitation, in order to protect
human health and prevent damage to the environment. In recent years, water issues have
come to claim a firm position among the top challenges facing global leaders. On the one
hand, demand for fresh water is rising because of factors, such as population growth, on
the other hand, water resources are diminishing because of factors, such as land use change
and climate variations, which render water availability in the future uncertain. Therefore,
Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) is an essential tool to effectively
manage water resources and for improved delivery of water services.
IWRM as a paradigm being emphasized in recent years, in response to problems and needs
involved in water resource planning and management, although consisting of a few
sentences, when it comes to definition, demands several complex steps and procedures to
take place, if it is to be implemented in real local, national and regional water resource
systems. It not only deals with integrating physical dimensions of complex natural system
but also emphasizes the role of socio-economic and institutional dimensions and aspects of
these systems. Therefore, climate change studies and their impacts on water resources, as
one of the recently quite significant research topics, should not only include impacts of
climate change on natural and hydrological response of the river basin, as the best spatial
unit for studying hydrologic cycle and water resource systems, but should also take into
consideration how socio-economic and management dimensions of water resource systems
will be affected.
In Iran, it is reported that the country uses 74% of its annual total renewable freshwater,
wherefore the vast majority, 93%, is utilized for agricultural production.
The water challenges for Iran’s Karkheh River Basin (KRB) are in some sense also
examples of the water challenges facing the entire country and similar regions around the
world and whose solutions require some new approaches for water planning and
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management. However, the concept of a river basin as a management- or planning unit has
gone through several stages and is in a state of flux.
This thesis investigates not only the impacts of climate change on water resources and
economic optimization, but addresses also the main climatological issues such as data
gaps, poor spatial resolution of rain gauge data through the application of different
statistical and modeling methods. To this avail, the following steps are taken:
Filling of climate data gaps in meteorological time series using two different gap-filling
techniques for estimating daily precipitation and temperature series are evaluated. These
time series then are used for calibration and subsequent validation of the SWAT model on
observed streamflow. Lastly, the impact of the construction of large Karkheh dam (KR) on
the downstream river discharge is assessed.
The integrated SWAT-MODSIM-PSO model for assessment of optimization of multi-crop
planning in the KRB is developed, under the impacts of climate change. To this end firstly
the SWAT model for estimating river discharge and inflow to the KR is calibrated and
validated. Secondly, the projected inflow to the KR is estimated using downscaled climate
data for future climate scenarios (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5) as input to the calibrated SWATmodel. Thirdly, SWAT–estimated KR-inflows are entered into the MODSIM water
allocation model to build a reservoir-irrigation system model for the downstream section
of the KRB. Finally, an optimal cropping pattern simulation-optimization model is set up
for the baseline- and future scenarios using the coupled MODSIM-PSO model, where areas
under cultivation are considered as decision variables, to maximize the total annual benefits
from the irrigated crops in five agricultural regions downstream of the KR.
Although rain gauges as reference instruments provide accurate measurements of rainfall,
because of the variability of rainfall in time and space the former often not provide adequate
spatial representation of rainfall, especially, in poorly gauged basins. Therefore predicting
rainfall through satellite soil moisture data and for a poorly gauged KRB is essential. To
this avail firstly, we aim to evaluate the accuracy of rainfall estimates obtained from
xv

SM2RAIN. For this purpose, the AMSR-E soil moisture (SM) product generated by
implementing the standard NASA algorithm is used as input into the SM2RAIN algorithm
to estimate rainfall, called SM2R-AMSRE from now on, at 10 different sites of the KRB.
In order to apply the SM2RAIN algorithm, the parameters are estimated in a calibration
period (1st January 2003 to 31th December 2005) and then the performances are validated
in a subsequent independent period (1st January 2006 to 30th September 2006) by
comparison with ground-based rainfall observations. The comparison with ground-based
rainfall observations is carried out to ensure the same response over time. Moreover, the
quality of the SM2RAIN- rainfall estimations is evaluated further by comparing them with
TRMM-satellite- predicted rainfall of two versions of the 7 TRMM-TMPA-products, daily
near-real-time (3B42RT) and research-grade (3B42). Secondly, we aim to assess the
suitability of SM2R-AMSRE as input to the SWAT model for monthly streamflow
simulation at 6 gauging stations of the KRB. In the preliminary step, the SWAT model
parameters are calibrated using SWAT-CUP in the period 1985-1999, using ground
observed climate data as input. Once SWAT is calibrated, it is run again for a different
time period (1stJanuary 2003 to 31th September 2006) by considering SM2R-AMSRE,
and ground observed rainfall datasets as input. Similarly, the two TMPA- products are
employed in the calibrated-SWAT model as well to predict the monthly surface runoff at
the same gauging stations. Model performances are assessed by comparing observed and
predicted monthly runoff obtained through ground-based, SM2RAIN-estimated and
satellite-based rainfall inputs.
As the final part of this thesis, we describe a new application of the nonlinear autoregressive
networks with exogenous input (NARX) neural network to better predict continuous
rainfall series across the KRB. To this avail, changes of relative AMSR-E satellite SM and
measured temperature data are considered as input data in NARX to estimate the rainfall.
These estimates are then compared with the ground-based observations as well as with
those obtained by using the SM2RAIN approach. The new NARX neural network
developed here is able to approximate the daily rainfall data at 5 KRB stations in an
acceptable manner, wherefore the R - values range between 0.42 and 0.76 for the testing
period. From the time series of the biases obtained with the NARX and SM2RAIN
xvi

prediction methods, it can be inferred that although SM2RAIN underestimates daily
rainfall in many cases, this method works somewhat better than NARX which produces
higher biases and RMSE at all stations.
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Case study
The KRB is located in southwest Iran, between 30 o58– 34o56 N latitude and 46o06–49o10
E longitude, and is, with an area of 50700 km 2, the third largest watershed of that country.
It contains 5 main sub-basins covering parts of 7 provinces.
Nearly two thirds of the KRB lies in within mountainous areas, where and surface and
ground water resources are replenished from winter snow falls in the high Zagros mountain
range. The KRB constitutes 9% of the whole irrigated area of Iran and provides
approximately 10% of the country’s total wheat production. Annual average water yield of
the KRB is estimated to be approximately 8.5 × 109 m3. The Karkheh River regime
remained unregulated by large dams until the only hydropower dam in the watershed
(Karkheh Dam) became operational in 2001. The multi-purpose Karkheh dam with a designed
storage capacity of 7.5 BCM (live storage about 4.7 km3 and energy production capacity of 400 MW)
located

at the south end of the watershed. Moreover, the reservoir is designed to irrigate

320,000 ha of agricultural land in the lower parts of KRB.
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Chapter 1

SWAT-model based identification of
watershed components in a semi-arid
region with long term gaps in the
climatological parameters’ database
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SWAT-model based identification of watershed components in a semiarid region with long term gaps in the climatological parameters’
database

Abstract
Hydrology and sustainable water development manner needs effective management of
water resources, so it is necessary to understand the various watershed components with
their governing processes. Therefore, in the present application of the semi distributed
physically based Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) model in the Karkheh river
basin (KRB) in the semiarid region of Iran, the filling of the gaps in the data series required
to drive and calibrate the model, has been the first major task. Two methods, linear
regression with the nearest station (LRN) and inverse distance weighting (IDW) are
investigated for filling in gaps in the precipitation and temperature series at 10 weather
stations. SWAT-CUP (SWAT-Calibration and Uncertainty Programs) is used for model
calibration and sensitivity analysis, following the Sequential Uncertainty Fitting (SUFI-2)
technique. Calibration and validation of the SWAT- model is performed on measured
stream flows at 8 gauge stations for the 1985-1999- and 2000-2004 time periods,
respectively. The calibrated SWAT-model performs fine for the prediction of the monthly
streamflow at the outlets, as witnessed by the four following statistical measures: (i) Pfactor, defining the percentage of observation data bracketed by 95 percentage prediction
uncertainty (95PPU), (ii) R-factor: which is the relative width of the PPU, (iii) Nash
Sutcliffe coefficient (NSE), and (iv) coefficient of determination of (R2). The P-factor
values for the various gauge stations range from 0.62 to 0.94 and 0.60 to 0.88 for calibration
and validation, respectively, which, according to literature, identify reasonable accuracy.
NSE values are also acceptable, ranging from 0.52 to 0.82 and from 0.62 to 0.80 for
calibration and validation, respectively. The same holds for the R2 -values which are also
within an acceptable range. The Karkheh dam started its operation in August 2002, i.e.
during the SWAT- model’s validation period, and its effect is clearly indicated by a
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significant reduction of the average annual streamflow in the two subsequent years 20032004, compared with that of the pre-operation period (1985-2001). Thus, the average
annual flow volumes for the downstream gauge stations Pay-e-Pol and Hamidiyeh are,
respectively, 2.19×103 m3 and 1.93×103 m3 in the 1985-2002- and 1.49×103 m3 and
9.66×102 m3 in the 2002-2004 time period, which corresponds to a reduction of 30 % and
50%, respectively.

1.1. Introduction
Water use efficiency, especially, in the arid and semi-arid regions of Iran, because of
increasing water use and lengthening of dry periods, requires understanding of the
hydrological process to develop a suitable model. To that avail the use of hydrological
models is nowadays an invaluable tool. However, for the successful build-up and
assessment, i.e. calibration and validation of such a hydrological model, the availability of
complete and continuous climatological and hydrological time series is indispensable. This
may become a particular problem in developing countries where financial and logistic
constraints often inhibit complete data recordings, i.e. gaps are common. Several authors
[1], [2] have indicated that incomplete datasets increase the level of complexity and
uncertainty in hydrological modeling. Especially, big gaps in datasets time series may hide
the pattern of the real data, and they may considerably distort the results of any statistical
analysis or climatological/hydrological modeling.

Thus, before the later task can be endeavored, it is necessary to use some optimal method
for infilling the missing data. Numerous gap-filling approaches [2], [3], [4] have been
developed for hydro-meteorological time series that use some statistical information on the
structure of the time series itself, or information from near neighbor stations. However, the
jury is still out which method is the most suitable in a particular application.
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Fig. 1.1. Map of the Karkheh river basin with weather stations and the Karkheh dam

In this paper which deals with the evaluation of the applicability and performance of the
well-known SWAT hydrological model [5] to assess the role of the Karkheh dam, in
southwest Iran, on the stream flow, numerous incomplete precipitation and temperature
time series had to be dealt with before the modeling task proper. To that avail, linear
regression with the nearest station (LRN) and inverse distance weight (IDW) methods for
filling in the gaps in time series will be used. The filled-in time series are then employed
used as drivers in the SWAT- model to assess the effects of climatological variability and
other hydrologic parameters on the streamflow and the monthly water yield at the outlets
of this watershed.
4

1.2. Study area

The Karkheh river basin (KRB) located in southwest Iran, between 30o58– 34o56 N
latitude and 46o06–49o10 E longitude (Fig. 1.1) is the third largest watershed in Iran and
has the third highest average annual outflow after the Karoon and Dez rivers. Nearly two
thirds of the basin lies in the mountains (minimum altitude of 3m above sea level in the
south to a maximum of 3645m in the north), and surface and ground water resources are
replenished from winter snow falls in the high Zagros mountain change ranges.

The river becomes progressively more saline as it flows downstream of the Karkheh dam.
The basin’s area is approximately 50700 km2 and a mean annual ground water recharge of
3.4 km3. Population growth has negative influence on land use changes, and has put
pressure on the water resources and productivity in KRB during the last few decades. The
climate of KRB is arid and semiarid, with large differences in the average annual
precipitation that ranges between 150mm in the south and 7500mm in the upper parts of
the KRB [6]. The multipurpose Karkheh dam which is located in the northwestern province
of Khuzestan became operational in August 2002. The objectives of the dam are the storage
and regulation of water for irrigation of 320,000 ha of the agricultural lands in the
downstream plains, as well as hydroelectric power generation, amounting to 934 GWh per
year [7] And, of course, the Karkheh dam serves also for the prevention of destructive
floods in the downstream sections of the river basin [8], [9], [10], [11].

1. 3. Material and methods
1.3.1. Data
The hydroclimate data consists of daily precipitation and temperature time series from 10
climate stations shown in Fig. 1.1, as well as outflow data from the Karkheh reservoir, and
streamflow records at 8 gauging stations, all recorded between 1982- 2004. As mentioned,
most of the meteorological series have gaps of up to 20%.
5

Fig. 1.2. Digital elevation model (a), land-use (b) and soil map of the Karkheh basin used in SWAT.

Examples of two infilled sections – by the Inverse Distance Weighting method to be
discussed further down - of the precipitation series in a particular 18-month time window,
as well for the fully incomplete month of January 1988, are illustrated in Fig 1.2. The
SWAT model uses a digital elevation model (DEM) map at a resolution of 90 m (NASA)
to delineate the watershed and to extract the stream network in the catchment. Land-usemaps with a resolution of 900 m was obtained from Mahab Ghods Engineering company
and soil data further required in SWAT from FAO (1995) for two depth layers (0–30cm
and 30–100 cm depth) at a spatial resolution of 10 km. Maps of this data are shown in Fig.
1.2.

1.3.2 Gap-infilling methods
Two different gap-filling techniques for estimating daily precipitation and temperature
series were evaluated; Inversed Distance Weighting (IDW) and Linear Regression with
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the Nearest station (LRN) methods, were assessed and applied to SWAT model. These
are described in the following two sub-sections.

1.3.2.1 Inversed distance weighting (IDW)
In the IDW-method missing values in an observational dataset at a particular weather
station are estimated by applying the following equation [12].

=
where

∑

∗

(1)

∑

is the unknown target weather station value,

is the number of stations and

is value in the weather station ,

is the power of distance, referred to as a friction distance

ranging between 0.5 and 2.

1.3.2.2 Linear regression with the nearest station (LRN)
In the LRN- gap filling method a linear regression between the unknown target value
and those from a selected, nearby station

=

∗

is performed, i.e.

+

(2)

where a and b are the estimated regression parameters. That time series of the nearby
station is selected whose Pearson correlation coefficient with the series of the target station
is the highest [13].

The statistical measures, Root Mean Square Error, RMSE, and the coefficient of
determination, R2, are used to evaluate the performance of the two gap-filling methods:
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=
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where

∑

(

∑
∑

(

(

is the filled-in daily value,

data, for all years, and

)

)
)

(3)

)

(4)

is the average for a day for all years with observed

is the average of

for the n- missing values.

1.3.3 SWAT hydrological model
The SWAT model is a basin-scale hydrological model that operates on a daily time step to
quantify the impact of land management practices, agricultural chemical yields, sediment
in large and complex watersheds with varying soils, land use and management conditions
[14]. The model is process based, computationally efficient, and capable of continuous
simulation over long periods. Major model components include weather, hydrology, soil
temperature and properties, plant growth, nutrients, pesticides, bacteria and pathogens, and
land management.

In SWAT the total watershed area, based on the DEM, is divided first in sub-basins (198
sub-basins in the present basin) which are further divided in so-called hydrologic response
units (HRUs) which are defined as areas having the homogeneous land use, management,
topographical, and soil characteristics.

The HRUs are represented as a percentage of the sub-basin area and may not be contiguous
or spatially identified within a SWAT simulation. Alternatively, a watershed can be
subdivided into only sub-basins that are characterized by dominant land use, soil type, and
management. SWAT simulates the hydrological cycle based on the water balance equation:
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=

where

+

−

−

−

−

is final soil moisture content value,
is amount of precipitation,

evapotranspiration,

(5)

is initial soil moisture content value,

is amount of surface runoff,

is amount of

is amount of water entering the vadose zone from the soil profile,

is amount of return flow and is daily time step.These can be specified in Arc SWAT,
the ArcGIS interface for SWAT, by means of appropriate threshold levels, to keep the
number of HRUs at a manageable size. Nevertheless, because of the large size and
complexity of the study basin, the number of HRU’s amounts to more than 11000.

SWAT’s modeled sub-basin components which are of interest in the present study, are the
surface runoff, subsurface runoff, groundwater, percolation, infiltration and soil water
storage, return flow, actual and potential evapotranspiration, snowmelt, transmission losses
from streams and water storage and losses from ponds [15]. Because SWAT requires, in
addition to the named hydro-meteorological, topography, soil and land-use data, the
specification of numerous other process parameters, which are usually not well-known,
calibration and subsequent validation of the SWAT- model on observed streamflow is a
major task of the modeling process.

Although calibration of a simple model may be somewhat achieved by a cumbersome trialand error method, for the complex Karkheh watershed, an automatic calibration is
advocated. Two calibration/optimization methods commonly used in SWAT are the
deterministic Parameter Solution (ParaSol) method [16], [17], and the more recent,
stochastic Sequential Uncertainty Fitting 2 (SUFI-2, version 2) within SWAT- CUP
(Calibration and Uncertainty Program) [17]. The latter has been employed here.

SUFI

quantifies the uncertainty of a calibrated parameter by the 95% prediction uncertainty
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band (95PPU) calculated at the 2.5% and 97.5% levels of the cumulative distribution
function obtained through Latin hypercube sampling of the output objective function [18].

Finally the performance of the calibration model is evaluated by two indices: P-factor and
R-factor. The P-factor is the percentage of observations covered by the 95 PPU band. Its
value ranges between 0 and 1. The R-factor denotes the relative width of the 95 PPU band
divided by the standard deviation of the measured variable. It ranges between 0 and infinity
and a value less than 1 is stated to be desirable for a parameter [19]. The quality of the fit
of the model output, namely, streamflow, to the observed one is measured by the RMSE,
the R2 or the Nash–Sutcliff efficiency (NSE) [18].

1.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1.4.1 Evaluation of the gap-filling methods
The two gap filling methods described above have only been applied to those
meteorological time series which have more than 20% of the data missing. Time series of
7 out of the total 10 climate stations fulfil this criteria. In all other cases, SWAT’s internal
weather generator has been used for short-term gap filling.

Using the two performance measures RMSE (3) and R2 (4) of the gap filling procedures
for the daily precipitation the RMSE ranges between 2.35-2.55 mm for the IDW- and
between 2.48-3.12 mm for the LRN method. For the temperatures the corresponding values
are 4-8.3oC for IDW and 4.8-9 for LRN. R2, on the other hand, ranges, depending on the
method and the time series considered, between 0.48-0.73. Overall, it can be stated that the
IDW performed slightly better than the LRN- method. Figs. 1.3 and 1.4 show the
performance of the IDW-method for the fill-in of two incomplete time sections of a
precipitation series in the basin.
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Fig. 1.3. Example of a gap-infilled (dashed) daily precipitation series at the Khorramabad climate station
for January 1988.

Fig. 1.4. Average daily observation and filled-in daily values time series at the Khorramabad climate
station for 1990.
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1.4.2 SWAT-modeling calibration and validation
Calibration and validation of the SWAT- model was performed on measured stream flows
from 8 gauge stations for the 1985-1999 and 2000-2004 time periods, respectively.
Calibration followed by sensitivity and uncertainty analysis for 26 parameters was carried
out for monthly time steps for 8 gauging stations (Fig. 1.1). The results obtained for the 7
most sensitive parameters are listed in Table 1.1. Thus, the Curve Number at moisture
condition II (CN2) followed by the threshold depth of water in the shallow aquifer required
for return flow to occur (GWQMN) and the base flow alpha factor (ALPHA_BF) tur out
to be the most sensitive parameters.

Generally, ground water parameters are more sensitive than other parameters. SWAT
model’s performance was evaluated by the SUFI2 optimization procedure in SWAT-CUP,
wherefore for the generation of the distribution of the output objective function several
iterations with about 500 simulations each are performed.

Table 1.1
Initial and final ranges of the 7 most sensitive SWAT calibration parameters
Parameter name

Definition

Initial range

r__CN2

SCS runoff curve number

v__GWQMN

Threshold depth of water in shallow

Final range

-0.4 to 0.4

-0.32 to -0.16

1500 to 3500

1520 to 2538

aquifer required for return flow
v__ALPHA_BF

Base flow alpha factor

0.4 to 1

0.56 to 0.87

v__EPCO

Plant uptake compensation factor

0.2 to 0.7

0.27 to 0.55

r__SOL_BD

Moist bulk density

v__RCHRG_DP

Deep aquifer percolation fraction

v__SHALLST

Initial depth of water in shallow aquifer

0 to 0.35

0 to 0.23

0.1 to 0.7

0.25 to 0.64

2500 to 4000

2930 to 3849

The calibrated SWAT-model performs fine for the prediction of the monthly streamflow
at the eight outlets, for both calibration and validation periods, as witnessed by the four
statistical measures, P- and R-factor, NSE, R2, all listed in Table 1.2. The observed and
simulated monthly streamflow time series hydrographs are shown in Fig. 1.5 for the Jelogir
12

station which is still located upstream of the Karkheh dam, in Fig. 1.6 for Pay-e-Pol station
located downstream of the Karkheh dam and in Fig. 1.7 for the even further-downstreamlocated station Hamidiyeh for both the calibration- (1985-1999) and validation (20002004) periods.

Table 1.2
Statistical measures for monthly outflows at the 8 gauging stations for calibration and validation
P-factor

R-factor

R2

NSE

cal./val

cal/val

cal/val

cal/val

Aran

0.76/0.78

1.18/1.09

0.62/0.52

0.59/0.56

Polchehr

0.81/0.85

1.19/1.03

0.68/0.64

0.52/0.63

Ghurbaghestan

0.88/0.88

1.37/1.05

0.61/0.81

0.54/0.80

Hulian

0.63/0.63

0.97/0.77

0.77/0.76

0.73/0.74

Afarineh

0.94/0.88

1.26/0.82

0.70/0.69

0.62/0.52

Jelogir

0.78/0.82

1.09/0.87

0.83/0.81

0.82/0.80

Pay-e-Pol*

0.72/0.88

1.00/1.08

0.78/0.48

0.78/0.66

Hamidiyeh*

0.62/0.63

1.21/0.98

0.79/0.59

0.72/0.61

Station

*Stations located downstream of the Karkheh dam

Nevertheless, for some months, especially, after the Karkheh dam became operational, with
its impact on regulating the river discharge, validation is not very accurate, given that the
dam’s outflow characteristics were not always well documented for correct use in SWAT’s
reservoir module.

The Karkheh dam started its operation in August 2002, i.e. during the SWAT- model’s
validation period, and its effect is to reduce the average annual streamflows in the two
subsequent years 2003-2004 at these two downstream stations, compared with the preoperation period (1985-2001).
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Fig. 1.5. Observed and simulated monthly outflow (m3/s) for calibration and validation at Jelogir station,
upstream of the Karkheh dam

Figs.1.5 to 1.7 show that the monthly outflows of the main river before the Karkheh dam
became operational have the same seasonal trends.

However, once the dam became operational, notable reductions of the monthly discharge
of more than 50% for the two stations Pay-e-Pol and Hamidiyeh downstream of the
Karkheh dam (Figs. 1.6 and 1.7), whereas the streamflow at the upstream station Jelogir
(Fig. 1.5) is barely affected.

As a matter of fact, one of the reasons for the large reduction of the Karkheh river’s
discharge after year 2000 was the severe and extended drought lasting from 1999 to 2004
in Iran which coincided with the completion, filling and operation of the Karkheh Dam and
which decreased the inflow and outflow of the Karkheh reservoir correspondingly. Besides,
storing the river discharge in the Karkheh reservoir for the dry-season irrigation increased
the evaporation rate from the reservoir which is nowadays the largest artificial lake in Iran.
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Fig. 1.6. Similar to Fig.5, but for Pay-e-Pol station, downstream of the Karkheh dam

Fig. 1.7. Similar to Fig.5, but for Hamidiyeh station, downstream of the dam
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1.5. Conclusions

Filling-in gaps in data-missing hydro-meteorological time series for use in deterministic
hydrological models continues to be a challenge. In the present study, IDW and LRN, have
been used successfully on daily time series of precipitation and temperature. The statistical
measures applied indicate that IDW performs slightly better than LNR.

Subsequently, the SWAT- model was set up to simulate the hydrologic processes in the
study region and to the predict water discharge at the 8 gauge stations in the basin. The
model SWAT was calibrated using SWAT-CUP to match monthly river discharge for the
period 1985-1999, with the 26 input parameters and then validated for the period of 20002004. The sensitivity analysis by means of SWAT-CUP indicate that the 7 most sensitive
parameters determining the streamflow in the watershed are CN2, GWQMN, ALPHA_BF,
EPCO, SHALLST, RCHRG_DP and SOL_BD. Based on the four statistical measures, Pfactor, R-factor, Nash Sutcliffe coefficient (NSE) and the coefficient of determination (R2),
a good performance of the SWAT model is indicated for both calibration and validation
period. Finally, the impact of the Karkheh dam on the downstream river discharge was
assessed. A signification reduction of the streamflow in the two following years 2003-2004
after the dam became operational, compared with that of the pre-operation period (19852001), is obtained.
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SWAT-MODSIM-PSO Optimization of Multi-Crop Planning
in the Karkheh River Basin, Iran, under the Impacts of
Climate Change

Abstract
Agriculture is one of the environmental/economic sectors that may adversely be affected
by climate change, especially, in already nowadays water-scarce regions, like the Middle
East. One way to cope with future changes in absolute as well as seasonal (irrigation) water
amounts can be the adaptation of the agricultural crop pattern in a region, i.e. by planting
crops which still provide high yields and so economic benefits to farmers under such
varying climate conditions. To do this properly, the whole cascade starting from climate
change, effects on hydrology and surface water availability, subsequent effects on crop
yield, agricultural areas available, and, finally, economic value of a multi-crop cultivation
pattern must be known. To that avail, a complex coupled simulation-optimization tool
SWAT-LINGO-MODSIM-PSO (SLMP) has been developed here and used to find the
future optimum cultivation area of crops for the maximization of the economic benefits in
five irrigation-fed agricultural plains in the south of the Karkheh River Basin (KRB)
southwest Iran. Starting with the SWAT distributed hydrological model, the KRstreamflow as well as the inflow into the Karkheh-reservoir, as the major storage of
irrigation water, is calibrated and validated, based on 1985-2004 observed discharge data.
In the subsequent step, the SWAT-predicted streamflow is fed into the MODSIM river
basin Decision Support System to simulate and optimize the water allocation between
different water users (agricultural, environmental, municipal and industrial) under standard
operating policy (SOP) rules. The final step is the maximization of the economic benefit in
the five agricultural plains through constrained PSO (particle swarm optimization) by
adjusting the cultivation areas (decision variables) of different crops (wheat, barley, maize
and “others”), taking into account their specific prizes and optimal crop yields under water
deficiency, with the latter computed in the LINGO- sub-optimization module embedded in
the SLMP- tool. For the optimization of the agricultural benefits in the KRB in the near
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future (2038-2060), quantile-mapping (QM) bias-corrected downscaled predictors for
daily precipitation and temperatures of the HadGEM2-ES GCM-model under RCP4.5- and
RCP8.5- emission scenarios are used as climate drivers in the streamflow- and crop yield
simulations of the SWAT-model, leading to corresponding changes in the final outcome
(economic benefit) of the SLMP-tool. In fact, whereas for the historical period (1985-2004)
a total annual benefit of 94.2 MM US$ for all multi-crop areas in KRB is computed, there
is a decrease to 88.3 MM US$ and 72.1 MM US$ for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, respectively,
in the near future (2038-2060) prediction period. In fact, this future income decrease is due
to a substantial shift from cultivation areas devoted nowadays to high-price wheat and
barley in the winter season to low-price maize-covered areas in the future summers, owing
to a future seasonal change of SWAT-predicted irrigation water available, i.e. less in the
winter and more in the summer.

2.1. Introduction
Out of all global resources, water is definitely the most important and invaluable one, as it
is used for many purposes, such as drinking, agricultural irrigation, and industrial process
(Zhou et al., 2002; Altunkaynak et al., 2005). Population growth and boosting of living
standards have increased the demands for fresh water all across the world over the last
decades. Regarding agricultural water use, 70% of the freshwater withdrawals from surface
and groundwater is consumed for the production of crops (Molden, 2007). Above factors
are putting the future status of water availability in question. The situation is, not to the
least, exacerbated by climate change, namely, in those regions of the world which are
already suffering from water scarcity nowadays. In fact, as climate change affects
temperature, precipitation and the water cycle, in general, (Allen and Ingram, 2002;
Lenderink and van Meijgaard, 2010; Reder et al., 2016), its strongest important impact
will be on agriculture (Fischer et al., 2005; Khan et al., 2009; Calzadilla et al., 2010),
especially in semi-arid and arid areas with already limited natural water resources.
Changing climate variables like temperature, precipitation patterns and concentration
of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere will impact other water budget variables, such as
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evapotranspiration, streamflow, soil moisture and snow water equivalent, all of which will
directly or indirectly affect the crop production (Kang et al., 2009).
The economic aspects of the agriculture sector contribution to the gross domestic product
(GDP) play an important role in many countries of the world, particularly, in developing
countries. This agricultural economic contribution is almost 23.4% in Pakistan (Usman,
2016) and estimated to be around 10% in Iran (Madani et al., 2016). Since the water use in
irrigated agriculture in these developing or emerging countries is, because of limited
technical knowledge and poor pricing of the real economic value of water, generally
inefficient and the available water resources are limited (Molle and Berkoff, 2009), it is
very important for water engineers and policy-makers to develop schemes for optimal
water allocation which take into account the various trade-offs between economic, social
and environmental impacts. For example, in Iran, where agriculture depends mainly on
irrigation, the economic return on water use in this sector is rather low and crop patterns in
most areas of the country are inappropriate and incompatible with the regional water
availability conditions (Zare and Koch, 2014; Madani et al., 2016).
Agricultural economists have by now developed various economic approaches or models
for representing and bringing together agricultural water allocations and demands by
evaluating, for example, the responses of water use to water price for agricultural crops,
i.e. what is called the price elasticity of the water demand (Moore et al., 1994; Hendricks
and Peterson, 2012). However, as these models are often purely economic, they do not
always take into account appropriately the complicated local hydrological conditions and
constraints, i.e. the physics of the agricultural water resources system. To overcome this
deficiency, one has to invoke combined models of hydrological prediction and
optimization. Such (constrained) optimization models – the constraints are computed by
the hydrological model - for water allocation are just starting to come to the fore and appear
to be useful tools to improve the efficiency of water use, to determine optimal cropping
pattern and, so eventually, to maximize economic benefits.
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Sethi et al. (2006) developed linear programming methodologies for irrigated and rain-fed
agricultures and crops in a coastal region in India, in order to allocate agricultural land and
water resources seasonally for maximization of the net annual benefit. Wang et al. (2015)
used an optimal water resources allocation model in the Heihe river basin located in the
arid northwest region of China to attain maximum economic, social and ecological
benefits, while considering land-use change of the past 20 years.
There have also been some applications of optimization techniques for agriculture water
resources allocation in Iran. Zare and Koch (2014) used also a linear programming
technique for the optimization of cultivation pattern with the aim to maximize farmer’s
profits in an irrigated land in a semi-arid area of Iran. Banihabib et al. (2016) proposed an
optimization model for annual water allocation to maximize the total economic benefit
among the agricultural, industrial and service sectors in a combined 19,000 km 2 - large area
of Tehran and Alborz Provinces, Iran. Furthermore, Zare and Koch (2017) determined the
optimal agricultural irrigation water allocation from conjunctive water sources, i.e. surfaceand groundwater, in the agriculturally very important Miandarband plain, Iran, by coupling
a PSO (particle swarm optimization) model with a hybrid Wavelet/ANFIS- fuzzy C-means
(FCM) simulation model.
The Karkheh River Basin (KRB) which is located in a semi-arid to arid part of Iran is a
good example of an agriculturally heavily exploited basin with typical water challenges
the whole country and other regions all around the world are faced with in a similar
manner. KRB, as the third largest and the most productive river basin in Iran, is known as
the “food basket of Iran”, but has been constantly facing water scarcity in recent years
(Ahmad and Giordano, 2010), notwithstanding the fact, that the availability of irrigation
water in the downstream section of the basin has increased tremendously over the last 15
years with the construction and termination of the Karkheh reservoir (KR) at the beginning
of this century (Fereidoon and Koch, 2017). Nevertheless, due to imminent climate change
in the region - IPCC climate change scenarios predict that the average temperature
in Iran will rise by 1.5 - 4.5ºC, if the CO2- concentration doubles by the year 2100 (Amiri
and Eslamian, 2010) - the future agricultural production in the KRB may not be fully
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guaranteed. In fact, Ashraf Vaghefi et al. (2015) analyzed climate change impacts on wheat
production by coupling the SWAT hydrological model (Arnold et al., 1998; Neitsch et al.,
2002) – which provides the hydrologic and water resources information based on climate
drivers – with the MODSIM decision support system for prioritized water allocation
(Labadie 1995) and came up with a table of options for three different crop scenarios
describing the areal extents of wheat production in the basin and the ensuing water deficits,
as well as the energy production from the Karkheh dam. However, as these authors did not
consider the optimization of cropping patterns with regard to an economic analysis, the
present study aims to just do that.
The already mentioned MODSIM- model is a generic river basin management decision
support system (DSS) developed for the analysis of long term operational planning and
short term water management, drought contingency planning, and resolving conflicts
between urban, agricultural and environmental concerns (Labadie 1995). In spite of its
obvious versatility, applications of MODSIM-DSS appear to be somewhat limited up-todate (Dai and Labadie, 2001; Campbell et al., 2001; Triana and Labadie, 2007; Berhe et
al., 2013) and a specific one to the KRB here by Fereidoon and Koch (2014) – unlike
those of SWAT, whose pure enumeration of references would fill papers alone (see
Gassman et al., 2014, for a review).
Based on the limitations of the named study of Ashraf Vaghefi et al. (2015) who did not
compute optimal crop pattern in the KRB, in the present study a simulation-optimization
(MODSIM-PSO) model of optimal water allocation is coupled with the SWAT- model
driven by future climate predictors for the KRB to determine the streamflow into the
Karkheh reservoir (KR) as the source of irrigation water and so to finally determine the
optimal crop pattern which maximizes the total annual benefits of the farmers in the region.
The article is organized as follows: After description of the study area and the modeling
procedures used, firstly, the SWAT model for estimating river discharge and inflow to the
Karkheh reservoir (KR) is calibrated and validated. Secondly, the projected inflow to the
KR is estimated using downscaled climate data for future climate scenarios as input to the
calibrated SWAT-model. Thirdly, SWAT– estimated KR- inflows are entered into the
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MODSIM water allocation model to build a reservoir-irrigation system model for the
downstream section of the KRB. Finally, an optimal cropping pattern simulationoptimization model is set up for the baseline- and future scenarios using the coupled
MODSIM- PSO model, where areas under cultivation are considered as decision variables,
with the aim of maximizing the total annual benefits from the irrigated crops in five
important agricultural regions downstream of the KR.

2.2. Study area
The KRB is located in southwest Iran (Fig. 2.1), between 30o58– 34o56 N latitude and
46o06–49o10 E longitude, and is, with an area of 50700 km2, the third largest watershed of
that country (Qureshi et al., 2010). Nearly 60% of the KRB lies in within mountainous
regions, where and surface and ground water resources are replenished from winter snow
falls in the high Zagros mountain range. The KRB constitutes 9% of the whole irrigated
area of Iran and provides approximately 10% of the country’s total wheat production
(Marjanizadeh et al., 2010).
The climate of the KRB is characterized by a Mediterranean climate having cool and wet
winters and hot and dry summers. The dry season usually starts in Jun and continues until
the middle of October but the temperature increases from north to south of the basin, with
large intra-annual variability. In total, the average annual precipitation ranges between
150mm in the south (arid part) and 7500mm in the north (semiarid part) KRB (Muthuwatta
et al., 2009). The multipurpose KR, with a designed storage capacity of 7.5×10 9 m3 and
live storage capacity of 4.7×109 m3, is located in the northwestern province of Khuzestan
and became operational in August 2002 (Fereidoon and Koch, 2017). The objectives of the
dam are providing the water for irrigation of 320,000 ha of the agricultural lands in the
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Fig. 2.1. Map of the Karkheh river basin with weather stations and the Karkheh dam

Khuzestan plains, i.e. the lower sections of the KRB, as well as hydroelectric power
generation, amounting to 934 GWh per year, and, not to the least, flood control in the
agriculturally used lands in the downstream sections of the river basin.
2.3. Material and methods
2.3.1. Data
The hydroclimate data consists of daily precipitation- and max/min air temperature time
series from 10 climate stations, as well as outflow data from the KR and streamflow records
at 8 gauging stations, depicted in Fig. 2.1, for a period of 1982- 2004 (Fereidoon and Koch,
2017). The SWAT model uses a digital elevation model (DEM) map at a resolution of 90
m (NASA) to delineate the watershed and to extract the stream network in the KRB. Landuse maps with a resolution of 900 m were obtained from Mahab Ghods Engineering
company and soil data further required in SWAT from FAO (1995) for two depth layers
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(0–30cm and 30–100 cm depth) at a spatial resolution of 10 km. Technical specifications
of the KR, such as maximum and minimum storage capacity, net evaporation rates and
height-area-volume curves in the reservoir, were obtained from Iran Water and Power
Resources Development (IWPCO).
Table 2.1
Percentile distribution of present crops in five agricultural plains, Dasht-e Abbas (DA), Dosalegh (DO),
Arayez (AR), Hamidiyeh (HA) and Azadegan (AZ), downstream of the KR and growth periods of crops
(last column)
Crop

DA

DO

AR

HA

AZ

Growth period

Winter wheat

21

16.6

23.3

21.6

23.1*

November- June

Barley

12.2

13.1

13.3

12.5

13.8*

November- June

Maize

8.9

9.6

10.7

9.1

9.7*

June- October

Broad Beans

1.9

2.2

2.1

4.3

3.3

June- October

Green Beans

0

4.4

3.6

0

0

July- October

Sesame Seed

3.1

0

0

0

0

June- October

Cucumbers

4.7

13.1

11.7

7.4

5.5

February- June

Tomatoes

2.7

4

6

5

3.7

September- December

Watermelons

4.1

7.3

6.9

5.5

4

March- June

Alfalfa

18.8

19.3

16.2

10.7

8.4

November- April

Sorghum

4.1

0

0

6.1

4.6

February- May

Sugarcane

3.5

5.3

0

0

0

June- October

Rapeseed

1.6

2.2

3.4

4.5

3.5

June- October

Eggplants

4.2

0

0

8.8

6.4

May- September

Citrus

9.4

0

0

0

0

Whole year

Carrots

0

3

2.7

4.5

3.5

November- June

Dates

0

0

0

0

10.5

Whole year

* These data were missing in the reference report and collected from other references

The percentile areas devoted presently to the different crops in five the main agricultural
sectors south of the Karkheh reservoir, as well as their growth periods are listed in Table
2.1.
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2.3.2. Simulation and optimization models
2.3.2.1. Hydrological model SWAT
SWAT is a semi-distributed and basin-scale water-balance hydrological model that is able
to simulate flow and transport through the land-phase of the hydrological cycle in large
and complex watersheds with varying soils, land use and management conditions (Arnold
et al., 1998; Neitsch et al., 2002). SWAT is by now without any doubt one of most widely
used hydrological model and has found countless applications all across the world (see
Gassman et al., 2014, for a review) related to such varied hydrological issues, such as the
classical prediction of streamflow, but also the estimation of the impact of land
management practices on sediment erosion and nutrient cycling (Ullrich and Volk, 2009).
In recent years the SWAT- analyses of the impacts of climate change and/or changing landuse practices on streamflow and water yield are coming more to the fore (Varanou et al.,
2002; Koch and Cherie, 2013; Kundu et al., 2017).
In SWAT the spatial variability in a basin is represented by dividing the total basin into
sub-basins (=198 in the present basin) which are then, based on the topography (DEM),
soil type, land-use and, optionally, slope characteristics, further subdivided into so-called
hydrologic response units (HRUs) with identical characteristic of some of these properties.
For the present large and complex KRB, the total number of HRU’s amounts to more than
11000. After the GIS- setup of the model (see Fereidoon and Koch, 2016; 2017; for details),
SWAT then simulates - by solving the water balance equations incrementally on a daily
time step - the various hydrological processes by routing the driving precipitation, (plus
snowmelt minus the evapotranspiration) through the surface and shallow subsurface
compartments of the hydrological cycle towards the collecting streams. Although the
SWAT-model has proven itself to be rather reliable in mimicking the shallow subsurface
flows, including baseflow towards streams, this is less the case when it comes to accurately
determine the areal recharge towards the deeper groundwater aquifer, or recharge from
influent streams which is not even included.
Despite its overall good conceptual description the land-phase of the hydrological cycle,
SWAT still requires the adjustment or calibration of a large number of “tweaking”
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parameters. Historically, the classical approaches in SWAT have been trial and error
calibration and/or the deterministic Parameter Solution (ParaSol) automatic method (e.g.
Koch and Cherie, 2013).
Nowadays, the most commonly used calibration method in SWAT appears to the stochastic
Sequential Uncertainty Fitting 2 (SUFI-2, version 2) embedded within SWAT- CUP
(Calibration and Uncertainty Program) (Abbaspour et al., 2004). It has also been used here.
SUFI quantifies

the uncertainty of a calibrated parameter by the 95% prediction

uncertainty band (95PPU) calculated at the 2.5% and 97.5% levels of the cumulative
distribution function obtained through Latin hypercube sampling of the output objective
function, i.e. the cumulative squared misfit between observed and simulated streamflow
values. The performance of the final calibration model is then evaluated by two indices: Pfactor and R-factor. The P-factor is the percentage of measured data covered by the 95 PPU
band. Its value ranges between 0 and 1. For river outflow, a value of P >0.7 has been
reported to be satisfactory (Abbaspour et al., 2007). The R-factor denotes the relative width
of the 95 PPU band divided by the standard deviation of the measured variable. It ranges
between 0 and infinity and a value less than 1 is stated to be desirable for a parameter
(Moriasi et al., 2007). The quality of the fit of the model output, namely, streamflow, to
the observed one is measured by the RMSE, the R2, and the Nash–Sutcliff efficiency
(NSE) (Abbaspour et al., 2004).

2.3.2.2. Water allocation model MODSIM
The MODSIM river basin network model is a generic river basin management decision
support system (DSS) model developed for the analysis of long term operational planning
and short term water management, drought contingency planning and for resolving
conflicts between urban, agricultural and environmentally concerned stakeholders
(Labadie 1995). Although the model has been used for the simulation of river systems
worldwide (Larson and Spinazola, 2000; Marques et al, 2006; Sulis and Sechi, 2013), it
appears to be, unlike SWAT, less well-known. MODSIM uses a state-of-the-art network
flow optimization (NFO) algorithm which is a very fast solver and capable of modeling
extremely large-scale networks. NFO provides an efficient means of assuring allocation of
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ᐧ
Fig. 2.2. MODSIM network structure with artificial nodes and links (after Labadie, 1995)

flows in a river basin, in accordance with specified water rights and other priority rankings
(Labadie, 1995). Site-specific water allocation policies can be implemented using
customized code in the Visual Basic.NET or C#.NET languages that are compiled with
MODSIM through the Microsoft .NET.
The complete scheme of the MODSIM network is shown in Fig. 2.2. Once the links and
nodes are defined by users (solid lines), some accounting artificial nodes and links (dashed
line) are created automatically to satisfy the mass balance throughout the entire MODSIM
network.
The extracted historic and future river flow to the KR, as simulated with the SWAT model
for different scenarios, enters the network and is allocated to the agricultural areas (demand
nodes), such that the costs over a given planning time period are minimized. More
specifically the following linear optimization problem is solved by MODSIM:
Minimize

c q
k

(1)

k

k A
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subject to:

q  q

for all nodes i  N

(2)

lk  qk  uk ; for all links k  A

(3)

k

kOi

j

 0;

jI i

where A is the set of all arcs or links in the network; N is the set of all nodes; Oi is the set
of all links originating at node i (i.e., outflow links); Ii is the set of all links terminating at
node i (i.e., inflow links); qk is the integer valued flow rate in link k; ck are cost weighting
factors, or water right priorities per unit flow rate in link k, that are computed by Eq.(4);
and lk and uk are lower and upper bounds, respectively, on the flow in link k. Te cost factor
ck in Eq. 4 encompasses both storage right and stakeholder demand priorities in link k and
is written for the former (reservoir) as
ck=-(50000-10*OPRRk)

(4)

and for the later (demands) as
ck=-(50000-10*DEMRk)

(5)

where OPRRk, and DEMRk are chosen integer priority rankings between 1 and 5000 for the
reservoir and the demands, respectively, with lower numbers indicating a higher ranking,
i.e. more negative cost. With this notation in Eq. 4 and 5, the minimization of negative
costs in Eq. 1 is equivalent to maximizing flows to the higher ranked water uses.
The cost factor of Eq. 4 represents the costs of carryover- and changing storage in the
reservoir and depends on the local reservoir operation policy. As the latter is not exactly
known for the KR-dam, the simplest one named standard operation policy (SOP), which
aims to release as much water as is demanded (computed by the demand nodes in
MODSIM), storing only surplus water for the next month, is used here. To do this, a high
priority number (low priority) is given to the reservoir node/link.
The number of demand cost factors in Eq. 5 is k=22, consisting of 5 agricultural regions *
4 crops (wheat, barley, maize, other crops) = 20 agricultural links, plus 1 municipal link,
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plus 1 environmental link of minimum water. It should be noted that, as there is not real
priority of one region/crop over the other one, all their priority ranking numbers are set
equal. Eqs. 1-3 are solved with the efficient Lagrangian relaxation algorithm based on a
dual coordinate ascent, called RELAX-IV (Bertsekas and Tseng, 1994).

2.3.2.3. Stretched Particle Swarm Optimization (SPSO)
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a robust stochastic evolutionary optimization
technique proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart (1995). PSO is based on the movement and
intelligence of swarms that can be used to find approximate solutions to extremely difficult
maximization and minimization problems which can have multiple local maxima/minima
in an iterative process, i.e. as a global optimization method it overcomes many of the
problems adherent to classical gradient methods, namely, the trapping of a solution in a
local minimum. An extension of the classical PSO which is even better in finding a global
solution of possibly “multi-valley” objective functions is the stretched PSO (SPSO),
proposed by Parsopoulos and Vrahatis (2002).
Suppose there is a D-dimensional search space of the objective function, where D is the
number of decision variables, the classical PSO starts with a (best) position of the i-th
particle of the swarm, Pi = (pi1, pi2, . . . , piD) and moving then to a new location Xi= (xi1,xi2,
. . . , xiD) with the velocity Vi= (vi1, vi2, . . . , viD), using the prescriptions of Eqs. 6 to 9
(Eberhart et al., 1998):

=
=

=
≤

(

+

−

)+

−

+
−

(6)
(7)

×

(8)

≤

(9)
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where d = 1,…,D, g defines the index of the best particle in the swarm, and superscript n
denote the iteration number, where

is called inertia weight which is changing during the

iteration, c1, c2 are two positive real numbers, called cognitive and social weights,
respectively and χ is a constriction factor (used in this already extended version of the
PSO), which is employed, alternatively to

, to limit the velocity to the range [

,

]. As mentioned above, to avoid possible trapping of swarm particles in some local
minima and so to improve the convergence of the PSO to a, hopeful, global minimum, an
extension of the method by including a function stretching technique (SPSO) was proposed
by Parsopoulos and Vrahatis (2002). The idea behind SPSO is to use a two-stage
transformation of the original objective function f(x) in the form:
( )= ( )+

( )= ( )+

‖ − ̅‖

( ) − ( ̅) + 1
( ) − ( ̅) + 1

ℎ

( ) − ( ̅)

(10)

(11)

where γ1, γ2, and μ are user-defined parameters, and ̅ is a local minimum. Basically, the
first transformation stage, G(x) of Eq. 10, elevates the function f(x) and, so, eliminates
most of the local minima, while the second one, H(x) in Eq. 11 stretches the neighborhood
of x upwards, since it assigns higher function values to those points. The SPSO-algorithm
prescribed in its most rudimentary form by Eqs. 6-11 has been programmed in the
MATLAB© - environment to solve the constrained maximization problem, Eqs. 1-3,
wherefore, suffice to remind the reader, maximizing a function is equivalent to minimizing
its negative, i.e. the objective function, Eq. 1, is multiplied by -1, before the SPSO is
applied.

2.3.3. Downscaling of GCM- climate predictors
In this study, future predictions of the HadGEM2-ES climate model have been adopted for
downscaling and error correction. The HadGEM2-ES is an earth system model developed
by the Hadley Centre (Collins et al., 2011) with a horizontal solution of 1.875 ◦ × 1.275◦
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and 38 vertical levels for the atmosphere and of 1◦ (increasing to 1/3◦ at the equator) with
40 levels for the oceans (Betts et al., 2015). HadGEM2-ES has been used up-to-date for
future climate change simulations under various representative concentration pathways
(RCPs) (Jones et al., 2009; Caeser et al., 2013). In the present study, HadGEM2-ESpredictors with RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, corresponding to moderate and high greenhouse gas
emissions, with atmospheric radiative forcings of 4.5 and 8.5 Wm -2 by 2100, respectively
(Taylor et al., 2012), are used for further downscaling.
As far as downscaling is concerned, it is impossible to review the various methods with
their pros and cons, as they have come to the fore over pretty much of the last two decades
(e.g. Trzaska and Schnarr, 2014). Suffice to mention the two major classes of downscaling
methods, dynamical and statistical, wherefore for computational expediency the latter
category is the clearly the most widely used. And within this category the so-called SDSMmethod stands out, in particular (e.g. Wilby and Dawson, 2013), as it also been used by
one of the authors in several hydrological studies (e.g. Koch and Cherie, 2013). In spite of
widespread applications of both dynamical and, more so, statistical downscaling methods,
they are both plagued by considerable bias in the simulated climate variables, namely,
precipitation, i.e. systematic differences between GCM-predictions and observations for a
reference period. For remedy, various bias-correction (BC) techniques methods have been
developed in recent years (e.g. Teutschbein and Seibert, 2012). The basic idea of these
BC-methods is to either use some power transformation and/or distribution mapping of the
GCM-predictors so that some statistical characteristics, such as mean and variance agree
with those of the observed time series.
A particular powerful BC- method which corrects the entire distribution of the predicted
time series and, so better reflects the whole variability of the observed series, is quantile
mapping (QM) (Wood et al., 2004; Maurer et al., 2010; Themeßl et al., 2011) and it is
used in the present study. More specifically, QM is applied to the GCM- raw outputs
(max/min temperature and precipitation) on a daily basis to correct their bias against the
observed data in each grid cell using the empirical cumulative density distribution function
(ECDF) for each calendar date of the year.
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For example, taking a particular day, say January 15th, and using a sliding window of 31
days in the 14-year of calibration time period, all daily precipitation observations are
lumped together in one basket to create a distribution of daily precipitation observations
for January 15th of n = 14×31 = 434 days.
The first step in the QM-method consists in estimating the ECDFs for a given probability
Pd of both the observed

,

,

and the GCM-simulated climate data

in the

reference period and computing the difference of the two inverse ECDFs.
,

,

=

The corrected time series
,

correction term
,

=

,

,

,

−

(12)

for the future period is then obtained by adding the

to the raw future GCM value

+

,

,

:

,

(13)

where, for simplicity, it is assumed that the future correction term

,

=

,

,

i.e. the same correction applies also for the future prediction period. It may be noted that
other extrapolation methods for the future correction term to better capture new extremes
in the future have been proposed by Themeßl et al. (2011), but are of no interest here. It
should be noted that for the bias correction of the precipitation data Themeßl et al. (2011)
advocated a so-called frequency adaption (FA), which should be applied when the
empirical frequency of the simulated dry days is greater than that of the observed ones.
While FA has also been implemented in the QM-method here, it did not need to be turned
on, i.e. the frequency of the GMC - predicted dry days concurred reasonably well with the
observed one.
For a better understanding of the working mechanism of QM method, the bias-corrected
precipitation (left) and maximum temperature (right) of 15 th January for the future period
2038-2060 at a weather station in the northeast of the KRB predicted for the RCP4.5
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Fig. 2.3. ECDFs of daily precipitation (left) and maximum temperature (right) in 15th January at a weather
station for observed (1982-2004), reference GCM and future (2038-2060) GCM and bias-corrected data for
RCP4.5 scenario.

scenario is shown in Fig. 2.3. On may notice that the reference GCM- predictions for both
the precipitation and the max temperature systematically overestimate the corresponding
observed ones, so that the biased correction terms are negative in both situations.

2.3.4. SWAT – estimation of crop yields and water requirement
2.3.4.1. Crop yield estimation
Prior to the MODSIM simulation/optimization of the optimal water allocation for the
agricultural areas in the KRB with its crop distribution as defined in Table 2.1, the
corresponding crop yields are estimated by SWAT. Unlike hydrologic calibration of water
discharge using SWAT, calibration of the crop yield within the hydrologic cycle has rarely
been reported (Baumgart, 2005). The sensitive crop parameters for required for the crop
yield module of SWAT are collected from Vaghefi et al. (2014). The SWAT-computed
crop yields are reported in the corresponding crop-specified HRU in the output.hru output
file.

2.3.4.2. Crop water requirement
In order to allocate the appropriate amount of irrigation water to each crop, it is necessary
to know how much water a plant needs per month. The module “Auto-irrigation
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initialization from unlimited source outside watershed” in the SWAT-model is employed
to apply the water as needed by the various plants.
According to this option, anytime the actual plant growth falls below the water stress
threshold which is a fraction of potential plant growth, the model will automatically apply
water to the associated HRU. Running the calibrated SWAT for the baseline period and
the future scenarios then determines the crop yield water needs during the corresponding
time periods. This data is then extracted from SWAT-output and used in the MODSIM
model.

2.3.5. MODSIM-LINGO-PSO maximization of the annual agricultural benefit
2.3.5.1. Overview and flow chart of the 3-stage procedure
The ultimate goal of the present study is the maximization of the annual benefits from
multi-crop irrigation areas in the KRB. Actually this is an iterative three-stage process. In
the first stage the classical MODSIM approach, as discussed earlier, employing the
monthly inflow to the Karkheh- reservoir, as simulated by the calibrated SWAT- model
(see Fig. 2.2), solves the constrained optimization problem, Eqs. 1-3, for getting the
optimal water allocation to different water users under the pre-specified priority
constraints. Stages two and three, discussed below, involve then the application of LINGO
linear programing to maximize the crop yields in response to different levels of assumed
water availability and finally, the maximization of the annual economic agricultural
benefits with PSO, respectively. The iterative optimization scheme is stopped when no
more significant improvements in the objective function are obtained. Fig. 2.4 shows the
flow chart of the iterative procedure with the intertwined three stages, with stages two and
three explained in detail in the following paragraphs.
2.3.5.2. LINGO- maximization of crop yields
The idea behind the second stage, i.e. maximization of the crop yields, is that in most
agricultural areas in a semi-arid region like the KRB, there is not sufficient water to fully
satisfy the crop water requirements, so that deficit irrigation has to be applied.
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Similar to Banihabib et al. (2016), the FAO-accepted crop yield response to deficit
irrigation (Stewart and Hagan, 1973) is considered as the objective function (Eq. 14),
constrained by the range of allocated water to each crop (Eq. 15), as computed by
MODSIM (see Fig. 2.4), and the total potential water amount of the crop (Eq. 16), i.e.
Maximize

⁄

=1−∑

,

1−

,

(14)

,

subject to
0≤

,

≤

∑

,

≤X

(15)

,

(16)

where X=1.0, 0.95., 0.9, …, until
potential crop yield (ton/ha);

,

becomes 0;

= actual crop yield (ton/ha);

=

= allocated water to crop in growth stage i (m3/ha);
in stage i (m3/ha);

potential water demand of crop

water deficit of crop c in stage i; and

,

,

=

= crop yield response factor to

= total potential water demand of crop

over all

growth stages (m3/ha).
The crop yield response values

,

at the different growth stages (i = 1,..,g) of the crop

development are collected from a FAO-report “Yield Response to Water” (Doorenbos and
Kassam, 1979). Potential crop yields

and potential water demands

are

determined by the SWAT “auto-irrigation initialization from unlimited source outside
watershed” –module, as mentioned in the previous section.
It means essentially that the yield of a crop will be maximal, when its total water
requirement is completely fulfilled by irrigation.
Eqs. 14- 16 are solved by means of the LINGO- linear programing package.
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Fig. 2.4. Flowchart of the iterative simulation-optimization model for maximization of agricultural benefits.

2.3.5.3. PSO- maximization of economic agricultural benefit
In the third stage the average annual economic benefit of using a particular multi-crop
pattern in the KRB, with the optimal yield for each crop determined in the second stage
under deficit water availability determined in the first stage (see Fig. 2.4), are maximized.
The optimal amount of water allocation which depends on the areas under cultivation in a
multi-crop model specifies the available water use among several crops such that the annual
profit from all crops in agricultural areas is maximized. The (linear) objective (cost)
function and constraints are expressed as follows:
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= unit benefit (price) of crop c (rials kg-1);

where

= annual benefit;

= crop yield

(kg ha-1);

= area under crop cultivation (ha); n= number of years of the planning horizon;

c = type of crop; i= year of cultivation; k = number of agriculture crop productions; =
monthly time step; = storage capacity of reservoir; = stream flow; = reservoir outflow;
= volume of reservoir evaporation. Eqs. 17-20 are solved by PSO, wherefore the
following prices P of three major crops the Iranian government pays to the farmers are
used in Eq. 16: Wheat: 12705 rials kg-1 , maize: 10368 rials kg-1 and barley: 10028 rials
kg-1 . To convert to US$ one may divide these numbers by 40000 rial /US$.
For simplicity and lack of other information, these prices are also assumed in the near
future (2038-2060) scenarios. It should be noted that the annual benefit

is in fact the

revenue, not the net income or profit, as it does not include the costs the farmers incur for
the crop production itself. These costs are highly varied, because of the unknown labor
costs, unknown amounts of fertilizers applied and inflation. However, as these costs are
more or less the same for the three cereal crops, they would act only as a negative constant
in Eq. 17, i.e. should not affect much the outcome for the optimized decision variables,
other than reducing the net income. Besides, because of the inevitable uncertainties in the
projected scenarios, such as land use changes, inflation and population growth, the model
is analyzed only for the baseline (reference) period and the near-future (2038-2060) period.
2.3.6. Implementation of the SLMP- model
Apart from all equations and methods described in the previous sub-sections above, this
section presents the practical implementation of the coupled SMLP model, following the
flow chart of Fig. 2.4.
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Starting with the calibrated SWAT-model, the inflow into the KR is estimated under
historic and future climate scenarios (Sections 3.2 and 3.3).
The next step consists in extracting the SWAT- estimated inflow time series and entering
them into MODSIM to allocate water to the different agricultural regions under the given
priority weights. At the same time, the potential crop yields and the associated potential
water demands for each crop are determined with SWAT, with these values being further
used to optimize the actual crop yield (under deficit irrigation), using LINGO linear
programing (Section 3.5.2). Multiplying the latter by the area under cultivation, the total
water requirement for this crop is obtained, which is then defined as a demand node value
in the MODSIM customization module.
The different crop cultivation areas are then the decision variables in the final, iterative
MODSIM-PSO process to optimally allocate water among the different cultivation areas,
such that the total agricultural economic profits over the planning time horizon become
maximum. Applying the SLMP-model to the baseline (reference) period and the nearfuture (2038-2060) period for two RCP’s, the impacts of climate change on the future
agricultural benefits in the KRB can be assessed.
2.4. Results and discussion
2.4.1. SWAT-calibration, validation and sensitivity analysis of streamflow discharge
To evaluate the SWAT-model’s performance, the SUFI-2 algorithm included in the
SWAT-CUP software package was used. Calibration, validation and sensitivity analysis
was performed on measured stream flows from 8 gauge stations for the 1985-1999 and
2000-2004 time periods, respectively. It should be noted that three years were considered
for warm up (1982-1984) in SWAT.
Seven parameters were identified as sensitive in this study (see Table 2.2) in all sub-basins,
but with different ranks of sensitivity. For example, groundwater and soil parameters were
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found to be most sensitive in lowland catchments, while runoff parameters are the most
sensitive ones in mountainous or low mountain range catchments (Schmalz et al,. 2009).
Table 2.2
Initial and final ranges of the 7 most sensitive SWAT calibration parameters
Parameter name

Definition

Initial range

r__CN2

SCS runoff curve number

v__GWQMN

Threshold depth of water in shallow

Final range

-0.4 to 0.4

-0.32 to -0.16

1500 to 3500

1520 to 2538

0.4 to 1

0.56 to 0.87

aquifer required for return flow
v__ALPHA_BF

Base flow alpha factor

v__EPCO

Plant uptake compensation factor

r__SOL_BD

Moist bulk density

v__RCHRG_DP

Deep aquifer percolation fraction

v__SHALLST

Initial depth of water in shallow aquifer

0.2 to 0.7
0 to 0.35

0.27 to 0.55
0 to 0.23

0.1 to 0.7

0.25 to 0.64

2500 to 4000

2930 to 3849

This is because under areas with lower slopes rainfall infiltration accumulates more leading
to higher groundwater levels and, subsequently to more baseflow contribution to
streamwater discharge. Hence, groundwater parameters, GWQMN, ALPHA_BF,
RCHRG_DP and SHALLST, followed by soil parameter SOL_BD were identified to be
more sensitive in the low-elevation (southern) parts of the KRB than in the northern part
of the KRB with higher elevations. It should be noted that the Curve Number at moisture
condition II (CN2) was found to be the most sensitive parameter for the catchment as a
whole.
SWAT-model’s performance results as evaluated by the four statistical measures, P-factor,
R-factor, R2, NSE for the prediction of the monthly streamflow at the eight outlets, are
listed in Table 2.3 for both calibration and validation periods.
One may notice that the calibrated SWAT-model performs fine in both periods, with the
95PPU capturing more than 65% of the observed data for all stations. This means,
according to the classification of Moriasi et al. (2007), that the simulated streamflows are
all in either ‘‘satisfactory’’, ‘‘good ’’ and ‘‘very good’’ ranges. The last two stations in
Table 2.3, Pay-e-Pol and Hamidiyeh, are located downstream of the Karkheh dam, so that
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their measured streamflows are strongly affected by the dam’s operational rules. Fig. 2.5
shows the monthly outflows at these two stations for both the calibration- (1985-1999) and
validation (2000-2004) periods is shown.
Table 2.3
Statistical measures for monthly outflows at the 8 gauging stations for calibration and validation periods
P-factor

R-factor

R2

NSE

cal./val

cal/val

cal/val

cal/val

Aran

0.76/0.78

1.18/1.09

0.62/0.61

0.59/0.56

Polchehr

0.81/0.85

1.19/1.03

0.68/0.64

0.52/0.63

Ghurbaghestan

0.88/0.88

1.37/1.05

0.61/0.81

0.54/0.80

Hulian

0.70/0.73

0.97/0.77

0.77/0.76

0.73/0.74

Afarineh

0.94/0.88

1.26/0.82

0.70/0.69

0.62/0.52

Jelogir

0.78/0.82

1.09/0.87

0.83/0.81

0.82/0.80

Pay-e-Pol*

0.72/0.88

1.00/1.08

0.78/0.68

0.78/0.66

Hamidiyeh*

0.65/0.66

1.21/0.98

0.79/0.65

0.72/0.61

Station

*Stations located downstream of the Karkheh dam

Whereas the observed streamflow hydrographs are well fitted by the simulated ones for the
calibration period, this is less so for the validation period - also noticeable from the different
statistical measures in Table 2.3 -. In fact, as the Karkheh dam started its operation in
August 2002, i.e. during the SWAT- model’s validation period, its impact on the
streamflow, i.e. a tremendous decrease of more than 50% of the average annual
streamflows in the two subsequent years 2003-2004, compared with the pre-operation
period (1985-2001), is clearly noticeable.
The validation fits appear to be particularly poor for some months after the Karkheh dam
became operational, given that the dam’s outflow characteristics were not always well
documented for correct use in SWAT’s reservoir module (Fereidoon and Koch, 2016).
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Fig. 2.5. Observed and simulated monthly outflow (m3/s) for calibration and validation at Pay-e-Pol (up)
and Hamidiyeh (down) stations

2.4.2. Crop yield assessment
Using the appropriate ranges of crop parameters collected from different references (i.e.
Baumgart, 2005; Vaghefi et al., 2015) in the SWAT model, the annual crop yields for the
various crops are evaluated.
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Fig. 2.6. Observed and simulated annual winter wheat yields (upper panel) and plot of simulated over
observed annual values with linear regression line (lower panel) for the DA plain for the reference period
(1985-2004)

Fortunately, SWAT appears to be able to do this in a satisfactory manner without a detailed
calibration, given the lack of long-term observed crop yield data in the study region
(Srinivasan et al., 2010), namely, for the non-cereal crops, which are available just for a
few years. In these situations, the standard SWAT crop parameter values are used to
determine the average annual crop yield to be as closely as possible to the average observed
one. Fig. 2.6 (up) shows the observed and simulated annual winter wheat yield series for
the DA plain for the reference period (1985-2004). For a more quantitative evaluation of
the performance of SWAT these values are linearly regressed in Fig. 2.6 (down). A value
of R2 = 0.85 is obtained for the coefficient of determination of the regression line and the
RMSE of the fit amounts to 129. For other crops in all agricultural regions R2 ranges
between 0.48 and 0.87. All these results indicate that the SWAT model predicts the
observed annual crop yields in an acceptable manner.
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2.4.3. Calibration and verification of the QM-bias correction method
To evaluate the performance of the QM bias correction, the daily climate data of the
reference period (1982-2004) are split into two groups, wherefore one (1982-1995) is used
for calibration and the other (1996-2004) for verification. For the latter, the bias-correction
factor

,

(Eq. 12) obtained from the calibration is employed.

A moving window with a length of 31 days centered on each calendar date is used to
construct the ECDFs used in Eq. 12 to avoid abrupt inconsistencies (Thrasher et al., 2012;
Dobler et al., 2012). The statistical results of the QM- calibration/verification task are listed
in terms of R2 (coefficient of determination), NSE (Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency) and IA (Index
of agreement) for the differences between observed and corrected data in Table 2.4. As
these values are also shown for the raw (uncorrected) GCM outputs, the significant
improvements obtained with the QM bias correction are immediately noticeable.
,

Assuming that the optimal bias-correction factor

(Eq. 12) computed for the

reference (calibration) period applies also for the future, climate change in the KRB is
predicted for two RCP’s (RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5) and two future time periods (2038-2060
and 2078-2100).
Table 2.4
Monthly efficiency coefficients of the adjustments to the observed data before (Raw) and after QM- bias
correction (BC) for calibration and verification periods.
Calibration period (1982-1995)
Efficiency
coefficient

Rainfall
Raw_GCM

Max Temp
Raw_GCM

BC_GCM

Raw_GCM

BC_GCM

0.85

0.89

0.91

0.88

0.91

0.63

0.68

0.72

0.88

0.75

0.92

0.89

0.96

0.96

0.99

0.93

0.99

2

R

0.72

NSE
IA

BC_GCM

Min Temp

Verification period (1996-2004)
R2

0.68

0.83

0.88

0.91

0.89

0.93

NSE

0.61

0.68

0.77

0.96

0.72

0.95

IA

0.88

0.93

0.96

0.98

0.95

0.99
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2.4.4. QM-bias correction downscaling for future scenarios/time periods
Table 2.5 summarizes the results of the changes of the two climate variables, precipitation
and mean temperature, for the two RCPs and periods for the five sub-basins of the KRB.
For reference the average values of these climate variables the historic baseline period are
shown in Fig. 2.7.
Regarding the future changes of the mean temperature, Table 2.5 shows that these are all
across the board positive with, averaged over the KRB, the most extreme increases of 1.2–
3.3 ∘C experienced for the (expectedly) RCP8.5/2078-2100 scenario/period. Moreover, the
highest temperature increases are predicted for the Qarasou and Seymareh sub-basins.
Regarding the mean future precipitation in the KRB, the situation is more varied. Thus,
there will be an increase under RCP 4.5 /2038-2060 and RCP 8.5 /2078-2100
scenarios/periods. However, in the northern zones (Gamasiab, Qarasou and Seymareh),
RCP 4.5/2078-2100 and RCP 8.5 /2038-2060 scenarios/periods predict a reduction of the
precipitation, whereas in the south of the KRB a slight increase of the precipitation, ranging
between 6% and 31%, will be experienced in all climate scenarios/periods.
Notwithstanding of this somewhat positive finding in this part of the KRB, the existence
of mostly agricultural irrigated lands, population growth, and the mentioned rise in
temperature with a subsequent increase of evaporation, may increase the risk of water
scarcity.
Finally, it may be noted that Abbaspour et al. (2009) reported an increase of the future
precipitation across Iran, particularly in its northern regions for various climate scenarios.
For the KRB studied here, Vaghefi et al. (2015) investigated the climate change impacts
on water resources using the downscaled climate predictors of the CGCM 3.1 version T63climate model with A1B, A2, and B1 SRES- scenarios for the period of 2020–2049 and
found slight decreases in the projected monthly precipitation in the DA- and AZ- regions
of the KRB for B1 and increases for A2.
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Fig. 2.7. Distribution of average annual precipitation (left panel) and mean annual temperature (right panel)
for the historic period (1982-2004) in the five sub-basins of the KRB.
Table 2.5
Relative changes in precipitation (%) and mean air temperature (oC) for the future scenarios
Subbasin

Precipitation

Mean Temperature

RCP 4.5

RCP 4.5

RCP 8.5

RCP 8.5

RCP 4.5

RCP 4.5

RCP 8.5

RCP 8.5

(2038-

(2078-

(2038-

(2078-

(2038-

(2078-

(2038-

(2078-

2060)

2100)

2060)

2100)

2060)

2100)

2060)

2100)

Qarasou

+8%

-3%

-1%

+14%

+1.6

+1.8

+1.8

+3.3

Gamasiab

+7%

-2%

-9%

+12%

+0.2

+1

+1

+1.5

Seymareh

+4%

-4%

-6%

+8%

+1.8

+2.1

+2.1

+3.2

Kashkan

+11%

+0.5%

-8%

+20%

+0.2

0

0

+1.2

South

+23%

+14%

+6%

+31%

+1

+1.8

+1.1

+3.2

Karkheh

2.4.5. SWAT-modelled climate change impacts on KRB-streamflow
Using the new bias-corrected climate data, the previously calibrated SWAT-model was
built up and executed again for each RCP-scenario, to investigate the climate change
impacts on the Karkheh river discharge.
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The 20-year mean monthly discharges for historical and future scenarios are presented in
Fig. 2.8 for 5 gauging stations located at the end of the Gamasiab, Qarasou, Seymareh,
Kashkan and South Karkheh sub-basins. The various panels of the figure indicate that for
all future scenarios (except RCP 4.5 /2078-2100) the previously found general precipitation
increase (see Table 2.5) will also lead to an increase of the river flow. On the other hand,
as the wet seasons experience somewhat less precipitation, an associated decrease of the
river flow is also observed.
Compared with the baseline period, significant discharge decreases are expected under
scenario RCP 4.5/ 2078-2100, due to the fact that much less precipitation and higher
temperatures (see Table 2.5) will occur. In particular, for the RCP 8.5/2078-2100 scenario,
the monthly discharges in the Gamasiab and South Karkheh sub-basins show an increase
of +300% in August and September and a reduction of -50% between March and May, i.e.
the time period important for the first irrigation of wheat and barley crops. In the Kashkan
and Seymareh sub-basins the corresponding seasonal changes are +100% and -80%.
All scenarios/periods, except RCP 4.5/2078-2100, show similar trends. It should be noted
that comparable large future changes in the streamflow ranging between -100% to +500%
were found for some parts of KRB in the earlier mentioned study of Vaghefi et al. (2014).
Nevertheless, for some KRB sub-basins the RCP 4.5 scenario shows less average
streamflow in the 2038-2060 than in the historical reference period. And this is, despite the
fact that in Table 2.4 RCP 4.5/2038-2060 scenario/period experiences higher rainfall in
the whole catchment.
The reason is higher temperatures, leading to higher evapotranspiration, i.e. less surface
water runoff. Similar tendencies of the effects of climate change on streamflow have also
been found by Arias et al. (2014) in northwestern Spain.
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Fig. 2.8. Average monthly river discharge (m3s-1) of the Karkheh river for the historical and the future
scenarios/periods for five KRB- sub-basins. Notations are: A1= RCP 4.5 /2038-2060, B1= RCP 8.5 /20382060, A2= RCP 4.5 /2078-2100, B2= RCP 8.5 /2078-2100

2.4.6. Economic benefit analysis
2.4.6.1. Approach
Using the coupled SWAT-LINGO-MODSIM-PSO (SLMP) model as sketched in Fig. 2.4,
the optimal irrigation schedule and cropping pattern for maximum annual profits are
determined in five main agricultural regions in the south of the KRB for the baseline period,
RCP 4.5/2038-2060 and RCP 8.5/2038-2060 scenarios /periods. For the MODSIM-PSOmodel which forms the core of the optimization procedure, a constriction factor of 1,
particle size of 40, ωmax and ωmin of 1.2 and 0.1, respectively, and a predefined maximum
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Fig. 2.9. Annual benefits as a function of iteration in the PSO procedure for RCP 4.5/ 2038-2060
scenario/period.

number of 100 iterations for finding the maximum of the cost function (16) was used.
However, as Fig. 2.9 shows, for the RCP 4.5/ 2038-2060 scenario/period, convergence of
the annual benefit towards a maximum (=negative minimum) is usually obtained already
after about 20 iterations, with changes in the cost function of a few hundred dollars only
hereafter.
2.4.6.2. Estimation of optimal ratios of water allocation to potential crop water required
The allocated water to each crop in the five main agricultural plains in the south of the
KRB - which is a function of the areas under cultivation (=decision variables) -, as
determined quasi as a “by-product” during the iterative annual benefit maximization by
means of the whole SLMP model (see Fig. 2.4) is shown for the reference period, RCP 4.5/
2038-2060 and RCP 8.5/ 2038-2060 scenarios/periods, i.e. the near future, in Fig. 2.10.
Because of permanent water shortages, particularly, during the dry period in early summer
which is still within the final growth stages of the crops, the optimal areal water allocations
for a particular crop are always much less than its total potential water demand (see Eqs.
15 and 16), i.e. there is a consistent crop water deficit.
The various barplots of Fig. 2.10 indicate that in the reference period the percentage ratios
of allocated to potential water required are consistently the highest for the two crops wheat
and barley, with values around 77% in DA to 65% in AZ, whereas for maize and the other
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crops, in particular, the potential water requirements are met by a much lesser amount. The
reasons for this peculiar result could be the lower water requirements for barley and wheat
than for maize and more rainfall during the months November to June which is the major
time period of the wheat and barley growth season. On the other hand, this means also that
if the amount of irrigation water could be increased maize cultivation would benefit the
most.
Comparing the historical and the two future scenarios/periods in Fig. 2.10, one may notice
that for the wheat-, barley- and “other crops”- cultivation areas the percentage ratios of
allocated to potential water required will be systematically lower for the future period
(2038-2060). On the other hand, for the maize areas the situation is somewhat reversed, as
these have higher water allocation ratios in the near future.
One reason for this peculiar behavior could be the SWAT-predicted increases of
streamflow discharge in the Karkheh-river in summer which is the major maize growth
period and decreasing water discharge in the river in winter (see Fig. 2.8) which is the
major wheat and barley growth period.
Expectedly, for all four crops discussed in Fig. 2.10, the percentage ratio of allocated to
potential water required is the lowest for the more extreme RCP 8.5 scenario, ranging from
23% to 72% in the different sub-regions. These results clearly show that the water scarcity
predicted in the KRB for the near future may indeed adversely affect the crop yields in this
agricultural plain.
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Fig. 2.10. Percentage of water allocation in 5 main agricultural regions of the KRB for different crops and
three scenarios/periods: Historic, A1= RCP 4.5 /2038-2060 and B1= RCP 8.5 /2038-2060.

2.4.6.3. Estimation of optimal crop areas and maximum total annual economic return
The hydroclimate change, found in terms of as systematic crop water deficit for the two
future scenarios in the previous section, i.e. future sub-optimal water availability, has a
direct effect on the future percentage distribution of the various crop areas for
maximization of the annual benefits in the KRB.

These are shown in Fig. 2.11 which

indicates that, compared with the reference period, the percentage of optimum allocation
of agricultural lands for wheat, barley, as well as “other crop” cultivation will be less in the
two future scenarios. In contrast, but in line with Fig. 2.10, for the maize, its allocated
agricultural area is higher in the future- than in the reference period. These results apply
consistently to all five sub-regions in the KRB. Moreover, the changes are, expectedly, the
largest for the more extreme RCP 8.5 scenario.
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It is interesting to know how the present and future optimal crop areas computed by SLMP
above compare with the projections of the local agricultural authorities. This is shown in
Table 2.6 which lists the values of the optimal crop areas computed by SLMP for the three
scenarios/periods in comparison with the authorities-projected future maximum and
minimum crop cultivation areas. As already mentioned in the discussion of Fig. 2.11,
compared with the historic period, the future period shows lower values for wheat and
barley crop areas, but larger areas for maize cultivation. Moreover, the crop areas in the
lower regions of the KRB, like AZ, tend towards the minimum of the allowable ranges, as
less water allocation is experienced in these areas now and in the future (see also Fig. 2.10).
Finally, we list the average annual economic benefits (= the objective function) obtained
as probably the ultimate and most interesting result of the present optimization task in
Table 2.7. One can see that he total annual benefits will be significantly reduced from the
present-day (baseline period) value of 94 million US$ to 88 and 72 Mill US$ for the RCP
4.5/2038– 2060 and RCP 8.5/2038–2060 scenarios/period, i.e. a drop of about 20% for the
latter case. This is indeed the price agriculture in the KRB has to pay for climate change in
the near future. Interestingly, the second and third column of Table 2.7 indicate that even
for the historic period the application of the SLMP-method results in optimized annual
agricultural benefits which are about 2 million US$ higher than the actually projected ones
(94 versus 92 million US$).
2.5. Summary and conclusions
In this paper a comprehensive and integrated water management modeling tool consisting
of a combination of SWAT-LINGO-MODSIM-PSO (SLMP) was developed to allocate
water to five important agricultural plains in the south of the KRB such that the annual
profit from all crops in the agricultural areas is maximized. This SLMP model is applied
to historic and future climate change scenarios to determine the optimal cropping pattern
for the historic and near-future period (2038-2060) under the RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 climate
scenarios. Firstly, a SWAT- hydrological model was built and calibrated/validated on
observed river streamflow along the Karkheh main river.
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Fig. 2.11. Comparison of MODSIM-PSO computed optimal allocated crop area values for three
scenarios/periods: historic, A1= RCP 4.5 /2038-2060 and B1= RCP 8.5 /2038-2060.

The statistical measures show a good agreement between the observed and simulated
streamflows at eight gauging stations. The calibrated SWAT-model was then used further
to estimate the annual crop yields as a function of water- availability using observed time
series of wheat crop yields as calibration targets and standard SWAT- crop parameters for
other crops. Good agreements between simulated and observed crops yields are obtained.
Four climate change scenarios were then generated, namely RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5, each
for the time periods 2038-2060 and 2078-2100 and daily future climate (precipitation,
max/min temperature) data using the QM bias correction downscaling method were
predicted for the former.
The advantage of the QM method could be demonstrated by significant statistical
improvements in the adjustments of the predicted to the observed climate variable in the
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historical (baseline) period 1982-2004. The calibrated SWAT-model was then run to
estimate the river discharge under the projected climate change scenarios. The monthly
streamflow changes between different scenarios and baseline period were assessed in five
important sub-basins.
Table 2.6
Optimal crop areas (hectare) computed by the SLMP –model for the three scenarios/periods in comparison
with the actual historic, authorities-projected future maximum and minimum crop cultivation areas
Agricultural
plain
DA

DO

AR

HA

AZ

Crop

Max

Min

Actual

Historic

historic

SLMP

RCP 4.5/

RCP 8.5/

2038-2060

2038-2060

SLMP

SLMP

Winter wheat

4710

2210

3995

4710

3244

2303

Barley

2730

1480

2321

2253

1520

1480

Maize

1985

735

1693

1009

1985

1985

Other crops

12970

10470

11015

12320

11872

11860

Winter wheat

3300

2050

2678

3300

3225

2050

Barley

2600

1350

2113

2210

1767

1730

Maize

1900

650

1549

812

1737

1983

Other crops

12050

9550

10800

11970

11723

11374

Winter wheat

6280

3780

5592

5242

4880

4280

Barley

3590

2340

3192

3190

2892

2590

Maize

2900

650

2568

910

1150

1443

Other crops

14230

11730

12648

12298

12098

11950

Winter wheat

4665

2165

3683

3778

3080

2403

Barley

2700

1450

2131

2102

1888

1710

Maize

1965

715

1551

910

1150

1443

Other crops

12300

9800

11023

10944

9930

9750

Winter wheat

15000

11250

14280

13756

11872

11370

Barley

9100

6600

7140

7880

6944

6600

Maize

6400

3900

5100

3900

3970

4210

Other crops

34800

31050

33480

32071

31133

31050

Almost all future scenario projections follow a similar trend, though with different
percentage changes. Overall, the river flow is predicted to increase during the dry season
and to decrease in the wet season in the future period. The inflow time series to the Karkheh
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reservoir extracted from SWAT for the different scenarios/periods were then entered into
MODSIM for water allocation modeling, i.e. to distribute the available water to different
crops in the five agricultural regions under SOP rules in a reservoir-irrigation system which turns out to be under permanent water deficit to determine the optimal agricultural
cultivation pattern.
Table 2.7
Annual agricultural benefits for the baseline and the two near-future climate scenarios
Objective function
Annual total benefit (MM US$*)

Actual

SLMP

RCP 4.5 /2038-

RCP 8.5 /2038-

historic

historic

2060 (SLMP)

2060 (SLMP)

92.09

94.24

88.33

72.07

* MM US$= million US dollars

For the final economic optimization of this water-limited agricultural system, MODSIM
was linked to PSO to maximize the annual benefits, considering the impacts of water
shortage on crop yields, wherefore the latter were maximized using the LINGOoptimization module embedded in MODSIM-PSO. This completes the build-up of the
SLMP- model which was then run in an iterative process for the historic and two nearfuture (RCP 4.5/ 2038-2060 and RCP 8.5/2038-2060) climate scenarios to find the best
combination of areas under cultivation which maximize the annual profit.
As a final result a total annual profit of 88 MM US$ and 72 MM US$ is obtained for RCP
4.5/ 2038-2060 and RCP 8.5/2038-2060 climate scenarios, respectively, which, when
compared with the 94 MM US$ for present baseline period, means a significant drop of
agricultural income in the KRB for near future. In fact, this income decrease is mainly due
to a substantial increase of (low price) maize-covered areas as a summer growing crop and
a decrease of cultivation areas devoted to (high price) wheat and barley as cold weather
crops in the future.
In conclusion, the results of this study indicate that:
1- The SLMP- model is a practical and viable tool for an economic analysis and
optimization in an irrigated, agriculturally used watershed in the wake of climate change,
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thus providing local water authorities a perspective for decision-making and future
planning of limited agricultural resources.
2- The way, the SLMP- model is integrated, it is easy to apply and can be a handy decision
tool for economic optimal allocation of agricultural water, especially, in
irrigation-water-limited areas.
3- Using the network flow programming algorithm embedded in MODSIM for water
allocation and the PSO algorithm to find the global optimal solutions, makes the SLMP- model
fast and efficient for the maximization of agricultural benefits.
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Predicting rainfall and runoff through satellite soil moisture
data and SWAT modelling for a poorly gauged basin in Iran

Abstract
Hydrological models have been widely used for many purposes in water sector projects,
including streamflow prediction and flood risk assessment. Among the input data used in
such hydrological models, the spatial-temporal variability of rainfall datasets has a
significant role on the final discharge estimation. Therefore, accurate measurements of
rainfall are vital. On the other hand, ground-based measurement networks, mainly in
developing countries, are either nonexistent or too sparse to capture rainfall accurately. In
addition to in-situ rainfall datasets, satellite-derived rainfall products are nowadays
available globally with high spatial and temporal resolution. An innovative approach called
SM2RAIN that estimates rainfall from soil moisture data was proposed by Brocca et al.
(2013) and since then has been applied successfully to various regions. In this study, firstly
soil moisture content derived from the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for the
Earth observing system (AMSR-E) is used as input into the SM2RAIN algorithm to
estimate daily rainfall, SM2R-AMSRE, at different sites in the Karkheh river basin (KRB),
southwest Iran. Secondly, the SWAT (Soil and Water Assessment Tool) hydrological
model is applied to simulate runoff using both ground-based observed rainfall and SM2RAMSRE rainfall as input. The results reveal that the SM2R-AMSRE rainfall data are, in
most cases, in good agreement with ground-based rainfall, with correlations R ranging
between 0.44 and 0.90, though there is some underestimation of the observed rainfall, due
to soil moisture saturation, not accounted for in the SM2RAIN equation. The subsequent
SM2R-AMSRE- SWAT- simulated monthly runoff reproduces well the observations at
the 6 gauging stations (with coefficient of determination, R² > 0.72), though with slightly
worse performances in terms of bias (Bias) and root-mean-square error (RMSE) and, again,
some systematic flow underestimation than the SWAT- model with ground-based rainfall
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input. Furthermore, rainfall estimations of two satellite products of the Tropical Rainfall
Measuring Mission (TRMM), 3B42 and 3B42RT, are used in the calibrated SWAT- model.
The monthly runoff obtained with 3B42- rainfall have 0.46< R2 < 0.87 and are slightly
better than those obtained with 3B42RT- rainfall, but not as good as the SM2R-AMSRESWAT- simulated runoff above. Therefore, in spite of the afore-mentioned limitations,
using SM2R-AMSRE- rainfall data in a hydrological model like SWAT, appears to be a
viable approach in basins with limited ground-based rainfall data.

3.1. Introduction
Reliable prediction of runoff in large catchments has been a subject of interest in
hydrologic sciences for some time and is significant for sustainable management of water
resources, design of water infrastructure and flood risk management (Remesan et al., 2009;
Stefanidis and Stathis, 2013; Wang et al., 2015a). Understanding the complex relationships
between rainfall and runoff processes is essential to accurately predict the surface runoff
(Li et al., 2015). This can be achieved by hydrological modeling that, besides simulating
surface runoff, also aids in understanding, predicting, and managing water resources and
modeling impacts of climate and land use changes on surface water balance (Li et al.,
2012).
Distributed hydrological models, such as the Soil Water Assessment Tool (SWAT, Arnold
et al., 1998), have become very popular tools to simulate runoff, sediment and water quality
of agricultural watersheds over the last decades (Gassman et al., 2007). The SWAT model,
which requires numerous input parameters, e.g. soil, land-use, topography, meteorological
data, should be calibrated and validated at monitoring stations to reduce the error between
measured and predicted outputs, before applying the model for specific analyses or
predictions (Bárdossy, 2007, Ercan et al., 2014). However, the performance of hydrological
models in predicting streamflow relies heavily on the quality and spatial distribution of the
input rainfall observations (Tobin and Bennett, 2009; Masih et al., 2011; Strauch et al.,
2012; Voisin et al., 2008). Although rain gauges as reference instruments provide accurate
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measurements of rainfall, because of the variability of rainfall in time and space the former
often not provide adequate spatial representation of rainfall, especially, in poorly gauged
basins (Nazlin and Stein., 2005; Kidd et al., 2012).
Using remotely-sensed rainfall products, that nowadays are available at various resolutions
(temporal and spatial), and with increased accuracy, is an alternative to the use of rain
gauge-observed data. Some recent studies used satellite-derived rainfall in hydrological
modeling (Bitew and Gebremichae, 2011; Casse et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015b;
Pakoksung and Takagi, 2016; Ciabatta et al., 2016; Abera et al., 2017; Yoshimoto and
Amarnath, 2017; Jiang et al., 2012). For instance, Stisen and Sandholt (2010) evaluated the
performance of five satellite-based rainfall products with different spatial resolutions as
input into the MIKE SHE model for runoff simulation of four sub-basins of the Senegal
River basin in West Africa. They showed a significant improvement in runoff prediction
performance, when the model is recalibrated using bias-corrected satellite rainfall data rain
gauge observations. Thiemig et al. (2013) investigated the suitability of satellite-derived
rainfall estimates as forcing data for the LISFLOOD hydrological model, applying two
different bias-correction methods to correct the bias in the satellite-based rainfall estimates.
Among the satellite-based rainfall predictions, the TRMM Multi-Satellite Precipitation
Analysis (TMPA) products (Huffman et al., 2007, 2010; Huffman and Bolvin, 2012, 2013)
are still the most widely used in various research studies and applications (e.g., Gourley et
al., 2011; Bitew and Gianotti, 2012). For example, Dinku et al. (2007) evaluated the
TMPA-3B43 rainfall products with nine other satellite-based rainfall through a rain gauge
network over Ethiopia. They results showed that TMPA-3B43 performs very well with a
Bias value less than 0.1 and a relative root-mean-square error of about 25% at the monthly
time scale.
Another approach, overcoming some of the named deficiencies of classical measurements
of rainfall, like rain gauge data, is the recently developed method, called SM2RAIN,
proposed by Brocca et al. (2013) which provides an area-integrated time-accumulated
rainfall measurement from soil moisture, SM, data, based on the inversion of the soil water
balance equation. Brocca et al. (2015) carried out a thorough analysis of the physical
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consistency of the SM2RAIN algorithm, its hypothesis and performance, by using in situ
SM observations as input. However, generally, the temporal and spatial scale of ground
SM measurements, especially, in developing countries, is limited and insufficient. Hence,
satellite SM observations, which use images retrieved from either passive or active
microwave sensors, are recommended, due to their ease of operation, global coverage, and
proven accuracy (Rahmani et al. 2016). Nevertheless, the derivation of accurate and
reliable soil moisture from satellite remote sensing represents still a challenging task,
because of uncertainty due to inexact instrument calibration, errors in the retrieval
algorithms, noise in the microwave signal and data transmission failure (Eymard et al.,
1993; Sahoo et al., 2008). Nowadays, satellite SM products are available at different spatial
and temporal resolution (e.g., Martinez et al., 2017; Albergel et al., 2013). Two spaceborne satellite missions, such as Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission
launched by the European Space Agency (ESA) in 2009 (Kerr et al., 2001) and Soil
Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) launched by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) in 2015 (Entekhabi et al., 2014) were placed in orbit and dedicated
specifically to measure SM. Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer — Earth
Observing System (AMSR-E) on board of the NASA's AQUA satellite is one of the most
commonly used sensor for SM retrieval over the last years, as it has been available from
2002 to 2011 (e.g., Gruhier et al., 2009, Santi et al., 2016). However, because of the rather
shallow remotely sensed depth of the bare soil layer for AMSR-E SM (< 1 cm), attenuation
of the electromagnetic signal is further increased by dense vegetation, snow-covered and
frozen soils (Njoku et al., 2003).
SM estimation based on both active and passive microwave sensors has been evaluated
successfully in several studies (e.g., Li et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2018; Brocca et al., 2011).
For instance, Rahmani et al. (2016) extracted surface SM from SMOS and the active +
passive ESA Climate Change Initiative SM products to investigate the correlation between
surface SM products and monthly precipitation and temperature data observations in six
different regions of Iran, with the final purpose of drought monitoring. Babaian et al. (2016)
evaluated the accuracy of different simulated surface soil moisture data (using observed
van Genuchten-Mualem hydraulic parameters and those obtained with parametric transfer
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functions) along with retrieved soil moisture content (using ENVISAT/ASAR active
microwave and the inversion algorithm of IEM estimates) in the Zanjanrood River subbasin, in northwestern Iran. Al-Yaari et al. (2014) evaluated two passive (SMOS) and
active (ASCAT) satellite microwave products at the global scale with respect to SM
simulations from MERRA-Land. They found that ASCAT SM product is prone to larger
random errors in Iran.
The objective of this work is twofold. Firstly, we aim to evaluate the accuracy of rainfall
estimates obtained from SM2RAIN. For this purpose, the AMSR-E SM product generated
by implementing the standard NASA algorithm is used as input into the SM2RAIN
algorithm to estimate rainfall, called SM2R-AMSRE from now on, at 10 different sites of
the Karkheh river basin (KRB). The lack of in-situ SM measurements in Iran, but the
availability of AMSR-E SM data over the modeling time period (2003–2006), are the main
reasons for choosing the AMSR-E SM product for this study. In order to apply the
SM2RAIN algorithm, the parameters are estimated in a calibration period (1 st January 2003
to 31th December 2005) and then the performances are validated in an subsequent
independent period (1st January 2006 to 30th September 2006) by comparison with groundbased rainfall observations. The comparison with ground-based rainfall observations is
carried out to ensure the same response over time. Moreover, the quality of the SM2RAINrainfall estimations is evaluated further by comparing them with TRMM-satellitepredicted rainfall of two versions of the 7 TRMM-TMPA-products, daily near-real-time
(3B42RT) and research-grade (3B42).
Secondly, we aim to assess the suitability of SM2R-AMSRE as input to the SWAT model
for monthly streamflow simulation at 6 gauging stations of the KRB. In the preliminary
step, the SWAT model parameters are calibrated using SWAT-CUP (Abbaspour et al.,
2007) in the period 1985-1999, using ground observed climate data as input. Once SWAT
is calibrated, it is run again for a different time period (1st January 2003 to 31th September
2006) by considering SM2R-AMSRE, and ground observed rainfall datasets as input.
Similarly, the two TMPA- products are employed in the calibrated-SWAT model as well
to predict the monthly surface runoff at the same gauging stations. Model performances
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are assessed by comparing observed and predicted monthly runoff obtained through
ground-based, SM2RAIN-estimated and satellite-based rainfall inputs.
3.2. Material and methods
3.2.1. Study area and data collection
The 50700 km2 – area KRB (Fig. 3.1), mainly characterized by Mediterranean climate
conditions, is located in southwest Iran, between 30o58–34o56 N latitude and 46o06–49o10
E longitude. Due to its large area and its topography, ranging from mountains above 3600
m a.s.l. in the northern part to the lowlands in the southern parts, the KRB is characterized
by different climate conditions. Mean annual precipitation ranges from 150 mm in the
lower arid plains to 750 mm in the mountainous regions in the northern KRB (Muthuwatta
et al., 2010). The catchment has arid and semi-arid climate and most of the annual water
flow (more than 64%) occurs during the months January to May (Jamali et al., 2013).
Geographical characteristics of the gauging and climate stations in the KRB are shown in
Table 3.1. The multipurpose Karkheh reservoir, with a designed storage capacity of
7.5×109 m3 and live storage capacity of 4.7×109 m3 provides water for irrigation of 320,000
ha of agricultural areas in the lower sections of the KRB, as well as generating 934 GWh
hydroelectric power per year and controlling flood on the river.
Fereidoon and Koch (2017) simulated the long-term monthly discharge in the KRB and
found that reservoir regulations have significantly altered the monthly discharge regime in
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Fig. 3.1. Map of the Karkheh river basin with weather and gauge stations and the Karkheh dam

the lower parts of the Karkheh dam, where, among others, streamflow decreased by 50%
to 30%. Therefore, as the river flow downstream of the dam is strongly controlled by the
reservoir operation rules and, as they are unknown, we excluded the two downstream
gauging station in this study and considered only the six remaining gauging stations
upstream of the Karkheh dam (see Table 3.1).The basic input data used in SWAT model
consists of a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) map, provided by Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission (SRTM) of NASA at a resolution of 90 m, and a soil map obtained from the global
map of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO, 1995).
Moreover, a 900 m-resolution land-use map is provided by Mahab Ghods Consulting
Engineers Co. Daily precipitation, maximum and minimum temperature at 10
meteorological stations are obtained from the Iran Meteorological Organization. In
addition, monthly river discharge data from 8 stream gauges are provided by Iranian
Ministry of Energy (Fig. 3.1).
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Table 3.1
Geographical characteristics of the selected gauging (left) and climate (right) stations

* Stations downstream of the Karkheh dam and not used in this study

The TMPA- 3B42 and TMPA-3B42RT satellite rainfall products (with 0.25 0 × 0.250 spatial
resolution ≈ 27 km at the Equator) in their latest version 7 used in this study are obtained
from (https://pmm.nasa.gov/data-access/downloads/trmm) in daily temporal resolution.
3.2.2. AMSR-E soil moisture product
The Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR-E) on-board the NASA's Aqua
satellite was a passive microwave radiometer, observing brightness temperatures at six
different frequencies, ranging from 6.9 to 89.0 GHz. It was launched in May 2002, with a
spatial sampling resolution of 25 km, and ceased operations in December 2011. There are
several retrieval algorithms available for determining SM products from the AMSR-E data.
The daily surface SM product used in this study is based on the NASA algorithm (Njoku
et al., 2003; Jackson et al., 2010) and extracted directly from gridded Level-3 land surface
product (AE_Land3).
3.2.3. Hydrological model SWAT and its implementation to KRB basin
The SWAT model is a semi-distributed hydrological model that operates on a daily timestep and was developed in order to assess the impact of water flow, agricultural
management practices, sediment and nutrient transport simulation in large complex river
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basins under different hydrologic, geologic and climatic conditions (Arnold et al., 1998).
SWAT is one of the most widely used hydrological model and has found countless
applications all across the world, wherefore more recently the focus has been the simulation
of regional hydrological impact of climate change (Varanou et al., 2002; Koch and Cherie,
2013; Kundu et al., 2017; Fereidoon and Koch, 2018) (see Gassman et al., 2014, for a
review). In the SWAT model a catchment or basin is divided into a number of sub-basins
(=198 in the present basin) which are then, based on the topography (DEM), soil type, landuse and, optionally, slope characteristics, further subdivided into so-called hydrologic
response units (HRUs) with identical characteristic of some of these properties. For the
large and complex KRB, the total number of HRU’s is more than 11000 (see Fereidoon
and Koch, 2017, for details).
For climate input, SWAT uses the data from the weather station closest to the centroid of
each subbasin. Calibration, validation and sensitivity analysis of SWAT model are the
necessary steps to estimate the meaningful range of many “tuning” parameters of the
model. This has historically been done by trial and error, but is carried out nowadays more
likely by automatic procedure. Such is the SWAT-CUP tool, with the SUFI-2 algorithm,
which has been used in the current study (Abbaspour et al., 2004) for model calibration
and uncertainty analysis of monthly streamflow. In SUFI-2, the performance of the model
is evaluated by two indices: P-factor and R-factor. The P-factor is the fraction of measured
data covered by the 95 Percent Prediction Uncertainty (95 PPU) band. Indeed, the
propagation of uncertainties in SWAT- parameters leads to uncertainties in the model
output variables (surface run off in this study) which are expressed as 95% probability
distributions. The 95 PPU is calculated at 2.5% and 97.5% levels of the cumulative
distribution of an output variable obtained through Latin hypercube sampling (Abbaspour,
2007). The R-factor is the average width of the 95 PPU band divided by the standard
deviation of the measured variable. P-factors range between 0 and 1, with values close to
1 indicating a high model performance, while R-factors range between 0 and infinity, with
R around 1 to be acceptable for monthly runoff (Abbaspour, 2007). The quality of the fit
of the model output to the observed streamflow data is measured by the root mean square
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error, RMSE, the determination coefficient, R², and the Nash–Sutcliff efficiency, NSE
(Abbaspour et al., 2004).
3.2.4. SM2RAIN algorithm
The physical processes in the land part of the hydrologic cycle can be mainly described by
the soil water balance equation:
( )⁄
where

=

( )− ( )− ( )− ( )

[-] is the soil porosity,

moisture,

(1)

[L] is the soil layer depth, ( ) [-] is the relative soil

[T] is the time and , ,

and

[L/T] are the precipitation, surface runoff,

evapotranspiration, and drainage rate (subsurface flow plus deep percolation), respectively.
By solving this equation for p, and knowing all other variables the rainfall p for each time
step can be retrieved from soil moisture data (Brocca et al., 2013; 2014). Moreover, as
shown by (Brocca et al., 2015), the surface runoff q can assumed to be negligible. The
drainage rate

( ) is estimated using the following relationship (Famiglietti and Wood,

1994).
( )=
where

( )

(2)

[L/T] and b [-] are unknown empirical parameters to be calibrated later.

( ) is

the sum of deep percolation and lateral flow.
The (actual) evapotranspiration rate e(t) is represented by a product of the potential
evapotranspiration

( ) and the relative soil water content ( ) (e.g., Brocca et al.,

2014b):
( )=
where

( )× ( )

(3)

( ) is calculated by means of the theoretical Blaney and Criddle approach as

modified by Doorenbos and Prutt (1977):
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( ) = −2 +
where

(0.46 ( ) + 8.13)

[C0] is the mean air temperature,

(4)
is the fraction of daytime hours for the time

step used (daily in this study) in the total daytime hours of the year, and

is a parameter -

to be determined in the calibration process further down - that depends on the daytime wind
speed, minimum relative humidity and actual insolation time.
Although a value of c=1.26 has been proposed for this parameter in many studies (see e.g.,
Brocca et al., 2015), it will be further optimized in the calibration process within an
acceptable range (0.8-2.1). The parameter values nZ, a, b, and c in Eqs. 2 to 4 are calibrated
by matching the SM2RAIN simulated rainfall with the ground observed data in a nonlinear
least squares sense, wherefore as objective function, the RMSE is considered, defined as

=

where

∑

(

−

)

(5)

is the SM2RAIN - predicted daily rainfall (SM2R-AMSRE) and

is the daily

ground-based observed rainfall at station i . RMSE is minimized by a MATLABprogramed nonlinear constrained optimization method with the named unknown
parameters constrained by appropriate bounds.
3.2.5. SWAT- modeling approach using weather-station- and SM2R-AMSRE precipitation
data
Fig. 3.2 shows the flow chart of the various steps to set up and run the SWAT model with
ground-based weather station precipitation as well as satellite-based SM2RAIN data.
Specifically, after set-up of SWAT streamflow calibration is done by SWAT-CUP using
the 1985-1999 gauge-observed rainfall. The calibrated parameter values are considered
for further hydrologic simulation of KRB.
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Fig. 3.2. Flowchart for the evaluation of simulated runoff through SWAT using both ground based and
SM2R-AMSRE precipitation as input data

After the SM2RAIN algorithm has been applied at the locations of weather stations in the
KRB to determine the satellite-based rainfall product, SM2R-AMSR, the latter is then used
in the calibrated SWAT-model to predict the monthly runoff between January 2000 and
September 2006. The obtained results are then compared with the SWAT output obtained
using the in-situ rain gauge observations as input during the same time period.
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3.3. Results and discussion
3.3.1. SWAT-calibration, validation and sensitivity analysis of streamflow discharge
To evaluate the SWAT-model performance for discharge estimation at 6 gauge stations,
using ground-based precipitation data, the historical time series from 1985-1999 is
considered.
Calibration and validation was performed on measured stream flows from 6 gauge stations
for the 1985–1995 and 1995–1999 time periods, respectively, wherefore three years (1982–
1984) were considered for model warm up. A set of sensitive model parameters is identified
in the calibration procedure (see Table 3.2) in all sub-basins, but with different ranking of
sensitivity.
Table 3.2
Initial and final ranges of the 7 most sensitive SWAT calibration parameters in the KRB
Parameter name

Definition

Initial range

Final range

r__CN2

SCS runoff curve number

-0.4 to 0.4

-0.32 to -0.16

1500 to 3500

1520 to 2538

v__GWQMN

Threshold depth of water in shallow
aquifer required for return flow

v__ALPHA_BF

Base flow alpha factor

0.4 to 1

0.56 to 0.87

v__EPCO

Plant uptake compensation factor

0.2 to 0.7

0.27 to 0.55

r__SOL_BD

Moist bulk density

0 to 0.35

0 to 0.23

v__RCHRG_DP

Deep aquifer percolation fraction

0.1 to 0.7

0.25 to 0.64

v__SHALLST

Initial depth of water in shallow aquifer

2500 to 4000

2930 to 3849

For example, soil and groundwater parameters are found to be most sensitive in lowland
catchments, while runoff parameters are the most sensitive ones in mountainous or low
mountain range landscapes (Schmalz et al., 2009). This is because under areas with lower
slopes, rainfall infiltration accumulates more, leading to higher groundwater levels and,
subsequently, to more baseflow contribution to discharge.
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Hence, groundwater parameters, RCHRG_DP, GWQMN, SHALLST and ALPHA_BF,
followed by soil parameter SOL_BD are identified to be the more sensitive in the lowelevation (southern) parts of KRB than in the northern part (with higher elevations).
Table 3.3
Statistical measures for monthly outflows at the 8 gauging stations for calibration and validation periods
Station

P-factor (cal/val)

R-factor (cal/val)

R2 (cal/val)

NSE
(cal/val)

Aran

0.78/0.79

1.12/1.09

0.69/0.66

0.68/0.63

Polchehr

0.81/0.85

1.16/1.11

0.73/0.70

0.72/0.66

Ghurbaghestan

0.89/0.84

1.38/1.03

0.65/0.73

0.68/0.61

Hulian

0.72/0.71

1.05/0.88

0.81/0.72

0.66/0.72

Afarineh

0.94/0.88

1.16/0.89

0.72/0.67

0.73/0.67

Jelogir

0.78/0.75

1.29/0.82

0.78/0.86

0.78/0.74

Pay-e-Pol*

0.74/0.70

0.96/0.95

0.73/0.69

0.74/0.68

Hamidiyeh*

0.72/0.68

1.31/1.08

0.77/0.76

0.71/0.69

*Stations located downstream of the Karkheh dam and not used in this study

It should be noted that the Curve Number at moisture condition II (CN2) is found to be the
most sensitive parameter for the watershed as a whole. The performance of the calibrated
model is evaluated by four statistical measures, P-factor, R-factor, R 2, NSE at the 6 gauging
stations and the results are shown in Table 3.3 for the calibration and validation periods.
Fig. 3.3 shows that the SWAT-CUP-simulated monthly streamflow at the 6 gauging
stations compares well with the observed data, particularly when considering the 95%
uncertainty band.
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Fig. 3.3. Monthly SWAT calibration/validation of river discharge (1985-1999)

3.3.2. SM2RAIN- rainfall estimation using AMSR-E soil moisture data
The SM2RAIN method is applied to the locations of the five weather stations in the KRB
to estimate the rainfall, called SM2R-AMSRE, from the AMSR-E SM soil moisture data
sets. In order to produce a better prediction of the SM2R-AMSRE rainfall, the SM2RAINmodel has to be calibrated first. This is done for the period 1 January 2003 to 31 December
2005; then the model is validated for the remaining 9 months from 1 January 2006 to 30
September 2006.
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For evaluating the performance of the SM2RAIN method, the correlation coefficient R, the
RMSE (Eq. 5), RRMSE (relative RMSE), and Bias (estimated – observed) are used.
Table 3.4
Statistical measures of the performance of the SM2RAIN algorithm at the different climate stations
R [-]

Climate

RMSE [mm]

RRMSE (-)

Bias (%)

Station

Cal

Val

Cal

Val

Cal

Val

Cal

Val

Ahvaz

0.75

0.66

2.5

2.5

4.04

4.5

-1.05

-1.17

Kermanshah

0.69

0.47

3.07

3.91

2.77

3.66

-3.16

-0.18

Hamedan

0.61

0.54

3.06

2.73

3.05

3.97

-2.57

-0.07

Khorramabad

0.57

0.57

4.19

4.32

3.36

3.36

-4.07

-3.92

Ilam

0.44

0.90

5.58

4.77

3.23

3.65

-6.13

-5.79

As can be seen from Table 3.4, the SM2RAIN method is able to reproduce the rainfall data
from AMSR-E soil moisture products with reasonable accuracy.
In the validation period, the R-values for all five sites range between 0.57 for Khorramabad
to 0.90 for Ilam.
The RMSE shows the lowest values at Ahvaz station, in accordance with the better Rvalues there. On the other hand, this station has the highest RRMSE, owing to the fact that
its average rainfall is the lowest.
The Bias estimates range from -1.05 to – 6.13 for stations Ahavz and Ilam, respectively.
The negative values of Bias at all stations indicates a typical underestimation of the SM2RMSRE rainfall, for reasons discussed below. Fig. 3.4 shows both the daily observed and
estimated SM2R-AMSRE rainfall, along with the AMSR-E SM time series, for the five
climate stations. Obviously, the highest and lowest performance is obtained for stations
Ahvaz and Khorramabad, respectively. In general, one can notice from the figure that the
SM2RAIN algorithm underestimates the total rainfall amount at all sites.
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Fig. 3.4. Observed and SM2R-AMSRE- estimated daily rainfall (upper panels) and AMSR-E soil moisture
data (lower panels) from January 2003 to October 2006.
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Indeed, at saturation level the SM value remains constant for any rainfall amount; i.e. the
SM measurement cannot provide useful information for rainfall estimation. Based on these
considerations and the obtained results, it is expected that soil moisture-based methods will
provide an underestimation of the total rainfall (Brocca et al., 2013; 2015; Chen et al.,
2014; Crow et al., 2012), due to the saturation of the soil moisture level. As can be seen
further in Fig. 3.4, the AMSR-E SM time series at Ilam and Khorramabad stations have
higher noise than those at other stations.

This could be the reason for the lower

performance of the SM2RAIN model at these stations. Moreover, the surface condition
may also affect the performance, so that the stations located in mountainous areas, like
Ilam and Khorramabad, owing to the occurrence of frozen soils and snow cover, have lower
performances than those located at low altitudes, e.g. Ahvaz.
In general, the stations located in drier areas, with lower rainfall amounts, like Ahvaz, show
better performance, corroborating the saturation statement above. Similarly, high RRMSEvalues and more negative of Bias- values at all stations for both calibration and validation
periods can be explained by the underestimated SM2R-AMSRE for heavy rainfall events,
owing most likely to the earlier-mentioned problem of soil moisture saturation in the
SM2RAIN- model. The four parameter values (see Eqs. 1-3) found by nonlinear
optimization during the calibration of the SM2RAIN models are shown in Table 3.5.
Similar to previous studies (e.g. Brocca et al., 2013; 2015), these parameter values are
consistent with their expected physical values.
Table 3.5
Optimized parameter values of the SM2RAIN equations (1-3) at the various climate stations.
Climate Station

Zn [mm]

a [mm/d]

b

C

Ahvaz

32.1

39

2.2

1.90

Kermanshah

34.8

50

2.3

2.00

Hamedan

58.3

56

1.5

1.20

Khorramabad

39.2

46

1.9

1.95

Ilam

44.6

87

2.5

1.90
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Fig. 3.5. Spatial distributions of rain-gauge-measured (left panel) and SM2R-AMSRE- estimated mean
annual rainfall over the KRB for January 2003 to September 2006.

The spatial distributions (drawn using the nearest-neighbor interpolation procedure for the
rainfall in SWAT) of the rain-gauge-measured- and the SM2R-AMSRE- estimated mean
annual rainfall over the KRB for the January 2003 to September 2006 time period are
shown in the two panels of Fig. 3.5. As can be seen, the SM2RAIN- method predicts the
ground-based observed rainfall in an agreeable manner, though the latter is slightly
underestimated in some regions, for the reasons discussed above.
3.3.3. Contributions of different hydrological components to the SM2RAIN water balance
equation
With the purpose of quantifying the contribution of each component of hydrological
balance equation (Eq. 1), i.e. soil moisture change, drainage and evapotranspiration, to the
rainfall estimation, calibrated parameter values of the SM2RAIN algorithm are considered
for SM2RAIN-AMSRE rainfall simulation. To study in more details, two months, the wet
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Fig. 3.6. Contributions of the different components of the water balance equation to SM2R-AMSRE at
Kermanshah station for January 2003 (left) and Hamedan station for July 2004 (right)

month January 2003, and the dry month July 2004, for stations Kermanshah and Hamedan,
respectively, are selected to assess the contribution of the different components to the
SM2R-AMSRE rainfall. The results are shown in the corresponding two plots of Fig. 3.6.
As can be seen drainage and evapotranspiration contribute the most and least to the SM2RAMSRE during rainfall, respectively. At both stations, similar to the results obtained by
Brocca et al. (2015), the evapotranspiration has a small contribution to SM2R-AMSRE,
through SM2RAIN approach. This contribution is even smaller in dry months when the
soil moisture content is very low.
3.3.4. Evaluation of TRMM satellite precipitation products (TMPA)
As a third approach of rainfall estimation, the TRMM (TMPA)- satellite products, 3B42
and3B42RT, are evaluated over the KRB by comparing them with the ground-based
measurements.
The results are listed in Table 3.6 in terms of the four statistical scores, R, RMSE, RRMSE
and Bias. As can be seen from the table, the 3B42 rainfall products provide better
performance in terms of R and Bias, while RMSE and RRMSE are slightly lower for
3B42RT than for 3B42.
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Table 3.6.
Statistical measures of the performance of the TRMM (TMPA3B42, 3B42RT) at the different climate
stations
R [-]

Climate

RMSE [mm]

RRMSE (-)

Bias (%)

Station

3B42

3B42RT

3B42

3B42RT

3B42

3B42RT

3B42

3B42RT

Ahvaz

0.22

0.28

5.04

4.20

8.30

6.91

0.23

6.71

Kermanshah

0.5

0.38

5.09

4.87

4.62

4.43

-35

-9.64

Hamedan

0.44

0.29

3.94

4.09

4.18

4.34

9.62

33.78

Khorramabad

0.5

0.39

6.61

5.77

5.12

4.47

-36.4

15.16

Ilam

0.53

0.29

6.95

7.26

4.25

4.44

-6.1

42.43

Moreover, the comparison of the four statistical measures of the TMPA products (Table
3.6) with those of SM2R-AMSR (Table 3.4) indicates that SM2RAIN predicts the
observed rainfall consistently more accurately than TMPA, except for the bias at Ahvaz
station which is only 0.23% for TMPA-3B42.
3.3.5. SWAT- predicted runoff driven by ground-based-, SM2R-AMSRE- and TMPArainfall
Finally, the January 2003 to September 2006 simulated monthly runoff obtained by using
(1) ground-based, (2) the SM2R-AMSRE satellite-based rainfall, and the two TRIMMTMPA products (3) (3B42 and (4) (B42RT), as input in the calibrated- SWAT model are
compared to each other (Fig. 3.7, Tables 3.7 and 3.8). For cases (1) and (2), good SWATperformances, as indicated by the standard statistical measures in Table 3.7, are obtained.
Thus, the R2-values for all sites are greater than 0.89 and 0.72, when using ground-basedand SM2R-AMSRE- rainfall as SWAT- input, respectively. The best results in terms of R2
and NSE are obtained for Hulian gauge station. SWAT- SM2R-AMSRE simulated runoff
values at gauging stations, shows a deterioration in relative bias (Rbias) in comparison with
the observed runoff data. As expected, due to the already noted systematic underestimation
of the SM2R-AMSRE- rainfall (see Fig. 3.4), the SWAT model using ground-based
observed rainfall shows slightly better performance than that using SM2R-AMSRE data.
This underestimation is
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Fig. 3.7. Observed and SWAT- simulated monthly streamflow for the 6 KRB gauge stations obtained
using (1) ground-based, (2) satellite-based rainfall SM2R-AMSRE, and the two direct satellite-estimated
(3) TRMM-3B42 and (4) TRMM-3B42RT rainfall products.

particularly noticeable at the stream peak flows shown in Fig. 3.7. The statistics of the
SWAT-runoff results obtained with the two TRMM-products, 3B42 and 3B42RT, are
listed in Table 3.8 and may be compared with those acquired when using ground-basedand SM2R-AMSRE- rainfall in Table 3.7.
Thus, one notices that since SM2R-AMSRE- rainfall has already been shown to be more
precise than that of the two TMPA- products, it is of no surprise that the SWAT- runoff
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simulated using the former as input is also better than those of the latter. Regarding the
two TMPA- SWAT- variants, that with 3B42 satellite rainfall shows overall better results
in terms of R2, but with higher Bias and RMSE than the one using 3B42RT rainfall.
Relative bias on the monthly basis varies between −5.87 and -0.31 for TMPA-3B42- and
−2.9 and 0.53 for TMPA-3B42RT- rainfall.
Table 3.7
Performance measures for SWAT-predicted runoff using ground-based- and SM2R-AMSRE rainfall

Table 3.8. Performance measures for SWAT-predicted runoff using the two TRMM-TMPA- predicted
rainfall
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3.4. Conclusions
The estimation of river discharge in poorly gauged basin is fundamental for flood risk
mitigation and water resources management. Among the different hydrological variables
that have impact on water discharge, rainfall is considered as the most important one. The
recently developed SM2RAIN algorithm (Brocca et al., 2014) can be used for rainfall
estimation from satellite soil moisture observations and it has been successfully applied to
many regions for rainfall estimation (e.g., Ciabatta et al., 2018). However, the use of
SM2RAIN-derived rainfall for river discharge estimation has been less explored (Ciabatta
et al., 2016; Abera et al., 2017; Massari et al., 2018).
In this study, the SM2RAIN algorithm is successfully applied in the semi-arid Karkheh
river basin in Iran to convert AMSR-E satellite SM product to daily rainfall at 10
meteorological stations. Good correlations R, ranging from 0.44 to 0.90, between the
satellite-derived and the observed ground-based rainfall are obtained. Then the SM2RAMSRE rainfall are used as input into a previously calibrated-SWAT model to estimate
the monthly river discharge at 6 gauging stations in the basin. Good agreement with the
observations, with R2- values ranging between 0.72 and 0.87, are obtained, which is slightly
less than the range obtained with the SWAT model using ground-based rainfall as input
(R2 ~ 0.83-0.89).
Indeed, there is a small but systematic underestimation of the SWAT- SM2R-AMSRE
simulated streamflow, owing to the fact that the SM2R-AMSRE rainfall estimated with the
SM2RAIN algorithm is also smaller than the ground-based one which, in turn, is due to
the possibility of saturation of the satellite-retrieved soil moisture level. In spite of these
restrictions, the overall good performance of the SM2RAIN algorithm for rainfall and river
discharge (via SWAT) estimation in the Karkheh basin here opens new possibilities for
discharge estimation throughout Iran, also by using more recent and more versatile satellite
SM products, as started to be investigated by Tarpanelli et al. (2017).
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Furthermore, the two well-known TRIMM-satellite-based rainfall products, TMPA-3B42
and TMPA-3B42RT are assessed at the KRB climate stations and compared with both
ground-based- and the SM2E-AMSRE predictions. The results show that these TMPAproducts predict the observed rainfall consistently less accurately than the SM2RAINmodel. Similarly to SWAT- SM2R-AMSRE- simulated streamflow, the two TMPAproducts are used as input into the previously calibrated-SWAT model. Expectedly, these
SWAT-TMPA versions simulate the monthly runoff also less well than the SWAT- SM2RAMSRE- version, indicating again that using SM2R-AMSRE- rainfall data in a
hydrological model is a viable approach in basins with limited ground-based rainfall data.
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Rainfall prediction with AMSR-E soil moisture products using
SM2RAIN and nonlinear autoregressive networks with exogenous input
(NARX) for poorly gauged basins: Application to the Karkheh river
basin, Iran

Abstract:
Accurate estimates of daily rainfall are essential for understanding and modeling the
physical processes involved in the interaction between the land surface and the
atmosphere. In this study, daily satellite soil moisture observations from the Advanced
Microwave Scanning Radiometer - Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) generated by
implementing the standard NASA- algorithm are employed for estimating rainfall, firstly,
through the use of recently developed approach, SM2RAIN and, secondly, the nonlinear
autoregressive network with exogenous inputs (NARX) neural modelling at five climate
stations in the Karkheh river basin (KRB), located in southwest Iran. In the SM2RAIN
method, the period 1 January 2003 to 31 December 2005 is used for the calibration of
algorithm and the remaining 9 months from 1 January 2006 to 30 September 2006 is used
for the validation of the rainfall estimates. In the NARX model, the full study period is
split into a training (1 January 2003 to 31 September 2005) and a testing (1 September
2005 to 30 September 2006) stage. For the prediction of the rainfall as the desired target
(output), relative soil moisture changes from AMSR-E and measured air temperature time
series are chosen as exogenous (external) inputs in NARX. The quality of the estimated
rainfall data is evaluated by comparing it with observed rainfall data at the five rain gauges
in terms of the coefficient of determination R2, the RMSE and the statistical bias. For the
SM2RAIN method, R2 ranges between 0.32 and 0.79 for all stations, whereas for the
NARX- model the values are generally slightly lower. Moreover, the values of the bias
for each station indicate that although SM2RAIN is likely to underestimate large rainfall
intensities, due to the known effect of soil moisture saturation, its biases are somewhat
lower than those of NARX. Moreover, Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed
Information using Artificial Neural Networks- Climate Data Record (PERSIANN-CDR)
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is employed to evaluate the relationships of the rainfall estimates with the data from the
meteorological stations at the same stations. In conclusion, the results of the present study
show that with the use of AMSR-E soil moisture products in the physically based
SM2RAIN- algorithm as well as in the NARX neural network, rainfall for poorly gauged
regions can be fairly predicted.

4.1. Introduction
Rainfall as a natural phenomenon plays an important role in driving the hydrological cycle.
Precise information on the amount and distribution of rainfall is indispensable in many
hydrological applications, e.g. climate change assessment, drought monitoring, flood
forecasting and extreme weather prediction [1-3].
Rain gauges and satellite rainfall products are two most widely used sources of data for
rainfall measurements [4]. Although individual rain gauges provide rainfall values at
relatively high accuracy, their often sparse regional coverage limits the spatial resolution
of rainfall measurements required for the kind of hydrological studies mentioned above.
Difficulties in estimating rainfall have been addressed in many studies [5,6], especially in
developing countries where ground-based rainfall networks may be sparse or even
nonexistent [7]. In fact, areal rainfall data from even a dense rain gauge network may be
highly uncertain [8,9], as the spatial distribution of rainfall is usually obtained by some
kind of geostatistical interpolation of point rainfall data (e.g. [10-14]).
Another alternative approach for proper rainfall estimation is offered by satellite rainfall
products [15,17]. The recent satellite-based rainfall products can provide accurate rainfall
data sets at high spatial and temporal resolutions for a wide range of hydrological
applications [18,19]. Hughes [20] presented a preliminary analysis of the potential for
using satellite rainfall estimates through a comparison with available point gauge data for
four poorly gauged river basins in South Africa, Zambia, and Angola.
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A large number of satellite rainfall products with steadily increasing spatial and temporal
resolution have become available since the 1990s, e.g. Precipitation Estimation from
Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial Neural Networks (PERSIANN) [21,22]; The
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM), and the PMW-calibrated IR algorithm
(PMIR) [23]. Su et al. [24] first assessed the performance of four latest and widely used
satellite-based precipitation datasets, namely CMORPH CRT, CMORPH BLD,
PERSIANN CDR, TMPA 3B42 version 7 over the upper Yellow river basin in China
during the 2001–2012 time period for the simulation of streamflow for two flood events.
Whereas the 2005-flood event was well predicted for all four satellite-based precipitation
data sets, they did poorly for the 2012- flood event, as the latter was induced by more
torrential rainfall with larger estimation errors.
Another way to estimate rainfall time series is to build a prediction model with satellite
surface soil moisture products. A novel approach named SM2RAIN proposed by [25]
employs soil moisture observations to infer the rainfall. This technique is based on the
inversion of water balance equation and has already been successfully applied to in-situ
[25] and satellite soil moisture data [26-29] in different regions. Ciabatta et al. [30]
employed the obtained rainfall estimates through SM2RAIN in hydrological modeling to
predict the river discharge over four catchments in Italy during the 4-year period 2010–
2013. Massari et al. [31] used SM2RAIN- corrected daily rain gauge data in flood modeling
in a small watershed in southern France and showed the superiority of this correction
approach over the use of rain gauge data alone.
As calibration and validation of SM2RAIN model for estimating water balance
components and rainfall constitutes a time-consuming iterative process, other nonparametric approaches such as artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been proposed and
applied to the prediction of complex physical systems, such as rainfall, in many parts of
the world (e.g. [32-36]). However, in most of these studies ANN has been used in the form
of a classical input-output multi-perceptron model between various climate components as
input and rainfall as output, with only a few taking into account likely (auto) lagged
relationships in the climate variables and/or the rainfall [37].
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This deficiency of classical ANN in describing time-lagged input-output correlations is
partly remedied by the NARX (Nonlinear Auto-Regressive with Exogenous Inputs) neural
network model introduced by [38] as a new representation for a wide range of discrete and
nonlinear systems. NARX is a dynamic neural network that uses time delays as well as
feedback (memory) connections between both output and input layers to come up with
more reliable ANN-prediction models [39,40].
Wunsch et al. [41] applied NARX successfully to obtain groundwater level forecasts for
several wells in three different types of aquifers, namely porous, fractured and karst
aquifers in southwest Germany, using precipitation and temperature as input parameters.
In this paper we describe a new application of the NARX neural network to better predict
continuous rainfall series across the Karkheh river basin (KRB), Iran, which has been the
focus of several studies of the authors over the last years (e.g. [42]). To this avail, changes
of relative AMSR-E satellite soil moisture and measured temperature data are considered
as input data in NARX to estimate the rainfall. These estimates are then compared with the
ground-based observations, Precipitation Estimates from Remotely Sensed Information
using Artificial Neural Networks- Climate Data Record (PERSIANN-CDR) as well as with
those obtained by [29] using the SM2RAIN approach.

4.2. Materials and Methods
4.2.1. Study area and ground based data collection
The study area, Karkheh river basin (KRB), is located in southwest Iran between 30o58–
34o56 N latitude and 46o06–49o10 E longitude (Figure 4.1). KRB is about 51,000 km2 in
size and contains a relatively flat topography (i.e. < 100 m) in its southern- and
mountainous areas of the Zagros of up to 3600 masl (meters above sea level) in the northern
parts.
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Figure 4.1. Map of the Karkheh river basin with weather stations and the Karkheh dam

The climate of the basin is mainly characterized by Mediterranean climate conditions
with annual rainfall varying from 150 to 250 mm in the flat south and from 550 to 750
mm in the mountainous north [42,43].
Table 4.1
Geographical characteristics of the selected climate stations

Climate Station
Hamedan
Kermanshah
Ilam
Khorramabad
Ahvaz

Longitude
(oEast)
48.53
47.15
46.43
48.28
48.67

Latitude
(oNorth)
34.87
34.35
33.63
33.43
31.33

Elevation (masl)

1741
1319
1337
1148
22

In the middle and upper reaches, the coldest month of the year, January, experiences a
mean temperature of -2 °C, and the warmest month, August, of 29 °C. In the lower
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regions of the KRB, the annual mean temperature fluctuates from 3°C to 9°C during
wintertime and 36°C to 41°C in summertime [44].
Climatological data for daily precipitation, maximum and minimum air temperature
from 5 weather stations (Table 4.1) for the time period January 2003 - October 2006
– the time interval with the less number of gaps for all stations - are obtained from Iran
Meteorology Department.

4.2.2. AMSR-E soil moisture product data
The Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR-E) on board of NASA's
Aqua satellite was a passive microwave radiometer observing brightness temperatures
at six different frequencies, ranging from 6.9 to 89.0 GHz since May 2002, with daily
ascending (13:30 equatorial local crossing time) and descending (01:30 equatorial
local crossing time) overpasses, over a swath width of 1445 km. It stopped producing
data in October 2011 after more than 9 years observation, due to some technical
problems with the antenna. Several algorithms are applied to retrieve soil moisture
products from AMSR–E. In this study, the daily soil moisture data based on NASA
algorithm [45,46] are derived directly from gridded Level-3 land surface product
(AE_Land3) for the same time period as for the ground-based climate data above
(January 2003 - October 2006).

4.2.3. SM2RAIN algorithm
Based on the land phase of hydrological cycle, the spatial distribution of rainfall ( )
across a watershed at each time step is calculated from the classical, rearranged water
balance equation:
( )=

( )⁄

+ ( )+ ( )+ ( )
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(1)

where [-] is the soil porosity, [L] is the soil layer depth, ( )[-] is the relative soil
moisture, [T] is the time and , ,

and [L/T] are the precipitation, surface runoff,

evapotranspiration, and drainage rate, respectively.

By solving this equation and knowing all other components of the hydrological cycle,
the rainfall for each time step can be estimated from soil moisture data [25,26]. It
should be noted that and as shown by [47], the surface runoff q can assumed to be
negligible.
( )=

The drainage rate

( ) is represented by a product of the potential

( ) and the relative soil moisture ( ) (e.g., [27]):
( )=

where

(2)

( ) is estimated with the following equation [48]. The actual

evapotranspiration rate
evapotranspiration

( )

( )× ( )

(3)

( ) is calculated by means of the theoretical Blaney and Criddle approach

as modified by [49]:
( ) = −2 +

where

(0.46 ( ) + 8.13)

[C0] is the mean air temperature,

(4)

is the fraction of daytime hours for the

time step used (daily time step in this study) in the total daytime hours of the year, and
c is a parameter - to be determined in the calibration process further down - that
depends on the daytime wind speed, minimum relative humidity and actual insolation
time. Although a value of =1.26 has been proposed for this parameter in many studies
(see e.g., [49]), it will be further optimized in the calibration/validation process within
an acceptable range (0.8-2.1). The parameter values in equations 2-4 (
are calibrated for reproducing observed rainfall data.
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4.2.4. Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
4.2.4.1. ANN-basics and classification
An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a computational approach that has been widely
used since the 1990’s in various fields of science, involving function estimation, time series
forecasting (e.g. [50]) and classification purposes ([51]). The major advantage of using an
ANN model instead of deterministic modeling is that the former allows the determination
of complicated nonlinear function relationships between some input (action) variables and
output (reaction) variables for which the physics is not known a priori. For further details
on the concepts and methodology of ANN the reader is referred to the still! seminal book
of [52]. Neural networks can be categorized as either static or dynamic. In a static
(feedforward) network the information moves in only one direction from the input to the
output (target), irrespective of time, so that there is no feedback from (previous) values of
the input and/or output signal. In contrast, in a dynamic network [53] output (target)
depends on values of the input and/or output at previous times, i.e. reflecting some kind of
inherent memory in the series, as it is prevalent in many scientific fields, namely hydrology
and meteorology [54] and often described by some autocorrelation. More specifically,
dynamic neural networks can then be further divided into time-delay networks (output
depends on previous values of input) and feedback (recurrent) (output depends on previous
values of output) networks [55,56]. Dynamic neural networks are particularly suitable for
nonlinear dynamic systems modeling and have been used in many applications involving
time series modeling and prediction.

4.2.4.2. Nonlinear autoregressive neural network with exogenous inputs (NARX)
The nonlinear autoregressive network with exogenous inputs (NARX) is an important class
of a dynamic network which encompasses the two features above, i.e. a time-delayed
nonlinear input (x) - output (y) relationship (NX) and the auto-regressive properties of the
output Y (AR) [39,56,57].
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Figure 4.2. Recurrent neural model (NARX network in open-loop (upper panel) and closed-loop
(lower panel) architecture according to Beale et al., 2012, with an example of d=10 delays).

The general input-output formulation of a NARX model is as follows:

( ) = ( ( − 1), ( − 2), … , ( − ), ( − 1), ( − 2), … , ( − )) + ( ), (5)

i.e. predicted values of the dependent variable y(t) at time t is regressed on given d past
values of series y and up to d previous values of an independent (exogenous) input signal
x(t).

The process of the NARX- network training is usually performed in open-loop form,
using known historical values of the input x, i.e. relative soil moisture changes and air
temperatures, and output y, i.e. rainfall (see Figure 4.2, upper panel) and in closedloop form for subsequent multistep-ahead prediction of y (see Figure 4.2, lower
panel).
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The weight values (w) constrain how input data (relative soil moisture,
temperature) are related to output data (rainfall). Similarly, bias values (b) are added
to the sums calculated in the intermediate and output layers of the network. These
values increase the capacity of the network to solve problems by allowing the
hyperplanes that separate individual classes to be offset for superior positioning [58].
In order to obtain an accurate prediction model, speed up the calculation and to avoid
overfitting, it is important to adjust the maximum number of delays d in Eq. 5. Both
the SM2RAIN- and the NARX neural network are implemented within the
MATLAB© - environment [59].

4.2.5. PERSIANN-CDR
PERSIANN-CDR (Precipitation Estimates from Remotely Sensed Information using
Artificial Neural Networks- Climate Data Record) is a satellite-based precipitation dataset
at a resolution of 0.25° x 0.25° for the latitude band 60N-60S on the daily scale over the
period of 1 January 1983 to present, i.e. is a product with a long-term, global coverage
useful for meteorological studies and water resource assessments. The PERSIANN
algorithm employs an artificial neural network model to convert the infrared brightness
temperatures information into rain rates [62],[63]. The daily PERSIANN-CDR product is
available to the public at (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdr/atmospheric/precipitationpersiann-cdr).

4.3. Results and discussions

As mentioned in the introduction, two different approaches of daily rainfall estimation in
the KRB, i.e. (1) the SM2RAIN algorithm incorporating soil moisture observations from
AMSR-E and (2) the NARX neural network algorithm also employing AMSR-E soil
moisture observations and ground-based mean air temperature as input and gaugemeasured rainfall as output are used and compared to each other.
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4.3.1. SM2RAIN- rainfall estimation using AMSR-E soil moisture data
The SM2RAIN model is calibrated using AMSRE soil moisture and gauge rainfall data
for the period 1 January 2003 to 31 December 2005 and validated with data for the
remaining 9 months from 1 January 2006 to 30 September 2006. The calibration is
performed as an iterative process wherefore the free parameters in the SM2RAIN algorithm
(Equations 1-4) are adjusted within their allowable ranges, until the estimated rainfall
values are in line with the measured ones, using the coefficient of determination (R2) and
the root-mean-square error (RMSE) as quantitative statistical measures.
Time series of the daily SM2R-AMSRE- estimated and observed rainfall for the different
stations are shown in the upper panels of Figure 4.3, with the AMSR-E soil moisture time
series depicted in the corresponding lower panels. Table 4.2 lists the R and RMSE values
of the SM2RAIN model fits obtained for the 5 KRB climate stations for both the calibration
and validation periods. One may notice from the table that the observed rainfall data are
reproduced with reasonable accuracy. In the validation period, the R2-values range
between 0.33 for Khorramabad to 0.65 for Ilam. The RMSE is the lowest for Ahvaz station,
in accordance with the better R2-value there. Lower performances are also acquired for
Ilam and Khorramabad stations, most likely due to the presence of more noise in the
associated satellite soil moisture data (see Figure 4.3).
Besides, surface conditions and topography of the climate stations affect the outcome as
well. Thus, the high altitude stations Ilam and Khorramabad stations in the mountainous
regions, with more snow cover and frozen soils, do worse than the low altitude station
Ahvaz.
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Figure 4.3. Observed and SM2RAIN-estimated rainfall (upper panels) and original AMSR-E soil
moisture data (lower panels) from January 2003 to October 2006.

Comparisons between the gauge-measured and SM2R-AMSRE estimated rainfall show
that the SM2RAIN underestimates the total rainfall amount at all sites. The major reason
for this is the constant values of soil moisture for any rainfall amount after reaching
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saturation [25,47,60,61]. This issue could also explain the reason why at the high-altitude
stations which experience more large rainfall events the RMSEs are higher.
The optimized values of the four parameters (after calibration/validation) that control the
water cycle in SM2RAIN method (see Equations 1-3) are listed in Table 4.3.
Table 4.2
Coefficient of determination (R2), root-mean-square error (RMSE) and Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) of
SM2RAIN- model fit of rainfall at the 5 KRB climate stations for calibration and validation periods

R2

Climate Station
Ahvaz
Kermanshah
Hamedan
Khorramabad
Ilam

Cal
0.57
0.48
0.38
0.35
0.28

RMSE [mm]
Val
0.44
0.23
0.31
0.33
0.65

Cal
2.5
3.07
3.06
4.19
5.58

Val
2.5
3.91
0.12
4.32
4.47

NSE
Cal
0.63
0.55
0.44
0.38
0.33

Val
0.36
0.11
0.09
0.26
0.56

Similar to [25,47], the values of these parameters are consistent with their expected
physical ones.
Table 4.3
Optimized parameter values of the SM2RAIN-equations (1-3) for the 5 KRB climate stations.

Climate
Station
Ahvaz
Kermanshah
Hamedan
Khorramabad
Ilam

Zn [mm]

a [mm/day]

b

c

32.1
34.8
58.3
39.2
44.6

39
50
56
46
87

2.2
2.3
1.5
1.9
2.5

1.90
2.00
1.20
1.95
1.90

4.3.2. Rainfall estimation using the NARX neural network
Using AMSRE- satellite data for soil moisture, ground-measured temperatures and rainfall
as input (open-loop, see Figure 4.2) and output, the new NARX- neural forecasting model
was trained iteratively for the time period January 2003 to September 2005, by adjusting
the number of hidden neurons and delays for each KRB-station, until a minimal RMSE
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was obtained. The subsequent testing was performed in closed-loop setup with data in the
period September 2005 to September 2006. As mentioned, the application of the NARXmodel requires the tuning of parameters of the neural network. Table 4.4 presents the
optimal number of hidden neurons and delays d (Equation 5) found after some lengthy
trial-and-error runs to get the best results in terms of the least RMSE.
Table 4.4
Number of hidden neurons and delays d for the NARX-model at 5 KRB stations

Climate Station
Ahvaz
Kermanshah
Hamedan
Khorramabad
Ilam

Neurons
8
10
9
14
10

Delays
10
8
10
10
12

Using the parameters of Table 4.4, Figure 4.4 shows the average NARX- estimated daily
rainfall for the training and testing periods for the 5 KRB stations.
Furthermore, the training and one-year prediction accuracies of the NARX model were
evaluated by the coefficient of determination (R2), Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) and
the root-mean-square error (RMSE), both of which are listed in Table 4.5.
Similar to the results of the SM2RAIN method in the previous section, the best and worst
NARX model performances are obtained for stations Ahvaz and Khorramabad,
respectively, with R2-values ranging between 0.57 for the former and 0.17 for latter in the
testing phase.
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Figure 4.4. Observed and NARX- model- predicted daily rainfall for the KRB stations for training
and testing stages

Table 4.5
Coefficient of determination (R2), root-mean-square error (RMSE) and Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency
(NSE) of the NARX-model fits for the 5 KRB climate stations for the training and testing phases

Climate
Station
Ahvaz
Kermanshah
Hamedan
Khorramabad
Ilam

Training
R2 RMSE [mm]
0.65
3.3
0.60
4.8
0.40
5.8
0.37
5.9
0.32
6.3

Testing
NSE
0.62
0.55
0.16
0.38
0.79
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R2
0.57
0.37
0.26
0.17
0.23

RMSE [mm]
4.8
6.6
6.8
7.3
8.9

NSE
0.28
0.53
0.10
0.27
0.31

4.3.3. PERSIANN-CDR satellite-based rainfall
Besides the SM2RAIN- and NARX- estimated rainfalls, the PERSIANN-CDR satellitebased rainfall is also compared with the observed rainfall at the five climate stations in the
KRB (see Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5. Observed and PERSIANN-CDR satellite-based rainfall for the KRB stations during
the period from January 2003 to September 2006.

The PERSIANN-CDR product statistical performances for detecting the observed rainfall
are displayed in Table 4.6. The best results are achieved for Ahvaz station, followed by
Hamedan station, however, with values of R2 and NSE substantially lower (RMSE higher)
than those obtained with the SM2RAIN- (Table 4.2) and NARX- (Table 4.5) models. In
general, PERSIANN-CDR rainfall shows worse performance than those obtained by
NARX and SM2RAIN model. The reasons of that could be explained by the lack of training
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of neural network parameters (over Iran) due to the limited gauge information [64] [65]
and the low quality of langwave infrared (IR-based) precipitation estimates [64],[66].
Moreover, as can be seen in Figure 4.5, PERSIANN-CDR tends to underestimate the
rainfall in all stations, particularly heavy rainfall event.
Table 4.6
Coefficient of determination (R2), root-mean-square error (RMSE) and Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency
(NSE) for PERSIANN-CDR during the period from January 2003 to September 2006.

Climate Station

R2

RMSE [mm]

NSE

Ahvaz
Kermanshah
Hamedan
Khorramabad
Ilam

0.30
0.29
0.31
0.27
0.12

3.24
3.87
6.03
4.41
4.06

0.18
0.09
0.31
0.21
-0.26

4.3.4. Comparison of SM2RAIN- and NARX- simulated rainfall
Comparison of the rainfall series predicted by NARX (Figure 4.4) with those of SM2RAIN
(Figure 4.3) as well as of the corresponding statistical performance indicators (Tables 4.5
and 4.3) shows that for climate stations Ahvaz and Kermanshah the simulated NARXpredicted rainfall has a higher correlation with the observed one than the SM2RAINpredicted one, and this holds for both training/calibration and testing/validation
phases/periods.
For station Hamedan, NARX provides almost the same, or even little better results than
SM2RAIN. In contrast, for Khorramabad and Ilam stations, SM2RAIN is generally
superior by delivering a higher correlation than NARX for all periods/phases. A more
revealing picture of the performance-differences between the two methods is provided by
the plots of the biases, i.e. the absolute differences between the simulated and observed
rainfalls for the KRB stations in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6. Bias (simulated-observed) of the NARX- and SM2RAIN- modeled rainfall for the 5
KRB stations

As can be clearly seen, the SM2RAIN model has for all stations generally less bias, i.e.
also less RMSE (see Tables 4.2 and 4.5) than the NARX model. Moreover, as mentioned
earlier, SM2RAIN has a tendency to underestimate higher rainfall rates due to saturation
and this is the reason why many of the SM2RAIN- biases are negative, whereas the NARXbias show more temporary systematic over/under prediction of the rainfall. In any case,
these results indicate that a physically based model (SM2RAIN) is - at least in this
application - indeed superior to a non-physical neural network model (NARX).
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4.4. Conclusions
In this study the recently developed SM2RAIN- algorithm [26] and a new NARX- neural
network model are applied to convert AMSR-E soil moisture data to predict daily rainfall
at 5 climate stations in the KRB, Iran, which has been a major study region of the authors
for some time. The results show that SM2RAIN is able to predict the rainfall at the KRB
stations located in different climate regions - from the mountainous north to the flat south
of KRB - with varying reliability. Thus, the SM2RAIN- simulated rainfall shows good
correlations with the observed one, with R2-values ranging from 0.32 to 0.79 during the
calibration and validation period.
The new NARX neural network developed here turns out to be fast and robust and is able
to also approximate the daily rainfall data at the same KRB stations in an acceptable
manner, wherefore the R2 - values range between 0.17 and 0.65 for the testing period.
From the time series of the biases obtained with the two prediction methods (Figure 4.5),
it can be inferred that although SM2RAIN underestimates daily rainfall in many cases, this
method works somewhat better than NARX which produces higher biases and RMSE
(Tables 4.2 and 4.5) at all stations. Whether this holds generally, or only in the present
KRB application, is yet to be investigated. However, given that SM2RAIN is a physical
model its slight superiority may be of no surprise. On the other hand, the appealing feature
of the NARX network is that, thanks to the use of exogenous (external) input data, its
network complexity is reduced compared with classical multilayer perceptron neural
networks. For an additional independent check of the observed rainfall, the PERSIANNCDR rainfall product has also been applied, but it shows lower performance than the
SM2RAIN- and NARX- models.
In conclusion, the results of the present study indicate that both SM2RAIN- and NARX
models, using AMSR-E satellite soil moisture products, have a high potential for real-time
rainfall prediction, but should be further applied with other satellite soil moisture data sets
to more catchments worldwide with different physiographic characteristics, in order to
better assess their practical usefulness.
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